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PREFACE
lessons have been taken from The Diagonal, a monthly magazine which Mr. Hambidge published while he was in Europe during
the winter of 1919-20 at the request of students of dynamic symmetry, who.were anxious to follow his research work in the museums
there. Under the title of the "Elements" a lesson was given each
1110nth that the analyses of various objects might be understandable
to the readers who were unfalniliar with the idea.
Except for a rearrangement in the sequence of the lessons no
change has been made in the text. Fig. 2a-e of Lesson 1, Figs. 13 and
19 of Lesson 5, Fig. 28c of Lesson 6, Fig. 31b of Lesson 7 and Fig. 46b
of Lesson 9 are the only new diagrams which have been added.
The book has fallen naturally into two parts: Part I contains the
fundanlental rectangles with their simple divisions based on the proportioning law found in nature; Part II the compound rectangles
with their more subtle subdivisions, many of which were taken from
or suggested by analysis of objects of Greek art. The elementary
principles in Part I will give the student a working use of the idea.
lYIuch of Part II may be used for reference and for further study.
The simple mathematics necessary to an understanding of the
elements of dynamic symmetry can be found in the book. The Definitions, selected from the Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements and
added at the end of the lessons, will explain most of the geometrical
expressions used.
Dynamic synlnletry is not a 'short cut' to artistic expression and
mechanical devices such as 'triangles' and 'golden compasses,' logical
substitutes for thinking, in a machine enslaved age, defeat its object.
The actual process of studying and understanding the working of a
natural design law, opens up a world of new ideas and frees the mind
for real creation. Its very impersonal element encourages originality
and precludes imitation. Knowledge of a basic law gives a feeling
of sureness which enables the artist to put into realization dreams
which otherwise would have been dissipated in uncertainty.
THESE
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INTRODUCTION
Synthesis and Analysis.-The Difference between Static and Dynamic
Symmetry.-Sources for the Study of Dynamic Symmetry.

THE basic principles underlying the greatest art so far produced in
the world may be found in the proportions of the human figure and
in the growing plant. These principles have been reduced to working
use and are being employed by a large number of leading artists,
designers, and teachers of design and manual art.
The principles of design to be found in the architecture of man
and of plants have been given the nanle "Dynamic Symmetry." This
symnletry is identical with that used by Greek masters in almost all
the art produced during the great classical period.
The synthetic use of these design principles is simple. The Greeks
probably used a string held in the two hands. The Harpedonaptae
or rope-stretchers of Egypt had no other instrument for orientating
and surveying or laying out temple plans. The recovery of these design principles by analysis is difficult, requiring special talent and
training, considerable mathematical ability, much patience and
sound aesthetic judgment. The analysis of the plan of a large building, such for exalnple as the Parthenon, often is not so difficult as
the recovery of the plans of many minor design forms. Sometimes a
simple vase is most baffling, requiring days of intensive inspection
before the design theme becomes manifest.
To recover these thenles of classic design. it is necessary to use
arithmetical analysis. Geometrical analysis is misleading and inexact. Necessity compelled the old artists to use simple and understandable shapes to correlate the elements of their design fabrics. It
is evident that even the simplest pattern arrangements can become
very complicated as a design develops. A few lines, simple as a synthetic evolution, may tax the utmost ingenuity to analyze.
The determination of the form principles in a specific e~ample of
design means, in a sense, the elimination of the personal element.
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With this element removed the residue represents merely the planning knowledge possessed by the artist. This residue is sometimes
meagre and more or less n1eaningless; often it is rich in suggestion
and positive design knowledge. Invariably the higher or more perfect the art, the richer is the remainder when the personal element
is removed. Also the degree of planning knowledge is positive evidence of the conscious or unconscious use of a scheme in a work of
art.
Saracenic, Mahomedan, Chinese, Japanese, Persian, Hindu, Assyrian, Coptic, Byzantine, and Gothic art analyses show unmistakably the conscious use of plan schemes and all belong to the same
type. Greek and Egyptian art analyses show an unmistakable conscious use of plan schemes of another type. There is no question as
to the relative merit of the two types. The latter is immeasurably
superior to the former. This is made manifest as soon as the two
types are tested by nature.
These plan schemes, which we find so abundantly in art, are nothing more than symmetry, using the word in the Greek sense of analogy; literally it signifies the relationship which the composing elements of form in design, or in an organism in nature, bear to the
whole. In design it is the thing which governs the just balance of
variety in unity.
The investigation of this impersonal aspect of art in relation to
the symmetry of natural form was begun some twenty years ago. The
results of the labor showed clearly that there were but two types of
symmetry in nature which could be utilized in design. One of these
types, because of its character, was termed "static," the other "dynamic." Possibly the former is but a special case of the latter, as a
circle for example, is a special case of an ellipse. At any rate there
is no question of the superiority of the dynamic over the static.
The static is the type which can be used both consciously and unconsciously in art. In fact no design is possible without symmetry.
The savage decorating his canoe or paddle, his pottery or his blanket,
uses static symmetry unconsciously. The crude drawings of the caveman disclose no design, consequently no symmetry.
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As civilization advances the artist becomes more or less conscious of the necessity for symn1etry or that quality in a work of art
or craft which we recognize as design.
When we reach a period which is recognizable as an art epoch,
where a people's character is shot through and through a great design fabric and the result stands as a national aesthetic expression,
we find invariably, a highly sophisticated use of symmetry. But still
it is almost always static.
Static symmetry, as the nanle implies, is a symmetry which has a
sort of fixed entity or state. It is the orderly arrangement of units of
form about a center or plane as in the crystal. A snow crystal furnishes a perfect example. It is apparent in cross sections of certain
fruits. Diatoms and radiolaria supply other examples. It is the spontaneous type; i.e., an artist or craftsnlan may use it unconsciously.
Static symmetry, as used by the Copts, Byzantines, Saracens, Mahomedans and the Gothic and Renaissance designers, was based
upon the pattern properties of the regular two-dimensional figures
such as the square and the equilateral triangle. The static symnletry
used by the Greeks, before they obtained knowledge of dynamic
symmetry, depended upon an area being divided into even multiple
parts, such as a square and a half, three-quarters, one-quarter, onethird, two-thirds, etc.
The Tenea Apollo, a 6th century B. C. Greek statue, has a
symmetry theme of three and two-thirds. TI1is means that if a rectangle is made, the area of which consists of three squares and twothirds of a square, it will be exactly the shape which will contain the
projection of the statue. When we find that every member of the
body is expressible in terms of this shape and that the theme produces a simple pattern form throughout we decide that this Apollo
belongs to the static class.
It is well understood that the archaic Apollo statues of Greece
closely followed an Egyptian prototype. A statue of Amenophis IV,
of the 14th or 15th century B. C., which is such a prototype, discloses quite unmistakably a dynamic theme.
Diodorus Siculus, the Sicilian Greek historian, says that the early
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Greeks obtained their sculptural knowledge frOln Egypt and tells
the story of a certain Rhoecus, a great sculptor who learned his art
in Egypt. He had two sons, Telecles and Theodorus, who like their
father were sculptors. One of these sons worked at Samos, the other
at Ephesus and between them they made a statue according to a
prearranged plan. When the two parts of the figure were brought
together they fitted exactly, so that the statue appeared the work of
one man. Stories of this character suggest that the poet was possibly
near the truth when he said:
"From Egypt arts their progress made to Greece,
Wrapt in the fable of the Golden Fleece."
Now that dynamic symmetry supplies a means by which we may
closely inspect any design and classify it according to its symmetry
theme, we see that the Tenea Apollo, though closely resembling the
outward aspect of an Egyptian prototype, such as the statue of
Amenophis IV, is in reality, as far as its symmetry is concerned, quite
a different thing. The archaic Apollo sculptors of Greece apparently
did not have knowledge of the Egyptian symmetry secret when the
Tenea figure was made. When we find that the identical symmetry
theme disclosed by the Tenea statue was used by Greeks to a linlited
extent, less than five per cent throughout the classical period, we
conclude that this represents the work of a small number of designers who, apparently, did not know the dynanlic scheme. Probably they did not belong to the craft guilds. After the decline of
Athens and during the Hellenistic Age, we find this Tenea figure or
static symmetry type used more and nlore until by the 1st century
B. C. it is the only type observable; the dynamic type in all design
entirely disappears at this date.
Curiously, there were but two peoples who did use dynamic symmetry, the Egyptians and the Greeks. It was developed by the
former very early as an empiric or rule-of-thumb method of surveying. Possibly the date is as early as the first or second dynasty. Later
it was taken over as a means of plan-making in architecture and
design in general. The Egyptians seemed to attach some sort of
ritualistic significance to the idea as it is found employed in this
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sense in temple and tomb, particularly in the bas-reliefs which were
used so plentifully to adorn these. It is also curious that the Hindus,
about the 5th or 8th century B. C., possessed a slight knowledge
of dynamic symmetry. A few of the dynamic shapes were actually
worked out and appear in the Sulvasutras, literally "the rules of the
cord," and were part of a sacrificial altar ritual. But to what extent
it may have been used in Hindu art is not known, because examples
containing its presence have disappeared.
The Greeks obtained knowledge of dynamic symmetry from the
Egyptians some time during the 6th century B. C. It supplanted,
probably rapidly, a sophisticated type of static symmetry then in
general use. In Greece, as in India and in Egypt, the scheme was
connected with altar ritual. Witness the Delian or Duplication of
the Cube problem. The Greeks, however, soon far outstripped their
Egyptidn masters and within a few years after acquiring the knowledge, apparently made the astounding discovery that this symmetry
was the symmetry of growth in man.
According to Vitruvius the Greeks learned symmetry from the
human figure and were most particular in applying it to their works
of art, especially to their temples. This, however, is not more reliable
than other Vitruvian statements. The Roman architect had no
knowledge of symmetry beyond a crude form of the static. He declared that the Greeks used a module to determine the symmetry
of their temples and gives most elaborate instructions as to how the
plans were developed. No Greek design has been found which agrees
with the Vitruvian statements. In fact, the module would produce
a grade of static symmetry which would have afforded much amusement to a Greek.
Dynamic symmetry in nature is the type of orderly arrangement
of members of an organism such as we find in a shell or the adjustment of leaves on a plant. There is a great difference between this
and the static type. The dynamic is a symmetry suggestive of life
and movement.
Its great value to design lies in its power of transition or movement
from one form to another in the system. It produces the only perfect
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modulating process in any of the arts. This symmetry cannot be
used unconsciously although many of its shapes are approximated
by designers of great native ability whose sense of form is highly
developed. It is the symmetry of man and of plants, and the phenomenon of our reaction to classic Greek art and to certain fine
forms of other art is probably due to our subconscious feeling of the
presence of the beautiful shapes of this symmetry.
Material for the study of dynamic symmetry is obtained from
three sources: from Greek and Egyptian art, from the symmetry of
man and of plants and from the five regular geometrical solids. We
study Greek art for the purpose of learning how the greatest artists
have used the rhythmic themes of area in actual masterpieces. The
human skeleton shows us how nature employs these same themes
in an organism. The five regular solids, * the cube, the tetrahedron,
the octahedron, the icosahedron and the dodecahedron furnish abstract geometrical material for study. The skeleton, however, is the
source par excellence for the artist.
The discovery of dynamic symmetry places the human skeleton
in a new position in relation to art. Heretofore it has been but slightly
considered-being regarded by artists chiefly as a framework supporting a muscular system of more or less value to them from the
anatomical viewpoint. We must now regard this framework of bone
as the chief source of the most vital principles of design.
It may not be inappropriate to mention here that the writer's
interest lies entirely in the field of creative effort, and that research
has been incidental only to his general aim. He was impelled to take
up the study of symmetry because he could not entirely agree with
the modern tendency to regard design as purely instinctive. As the
trend of the individual and of society seems to be toward an advance
from feeling to intelligence, from instinct to reason, so the art effort
of man must lead to a like goal.
The world cannot always regard the artist as a mere medium who
reacts blindly, unintelligently, to a productive yearning. There must
come a time when instinct will work with, but be subservient to,
• See Definitions, p. l:Z6.
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intelligence. There have been such periods in the past, notably that
of classic Greece.
The Greeks were by no means perfect but, for at least a generation
in their history, they had a clear understanding of law and order and
a passion for its enforcement. Life to them seemed a sublime game,
but one meaningless without rules. Indeed, this is the distinction
between the Greek and the barbarian.
The Christians struggled for a nloral, the Greeks for an intellec·
tuallaw. The two ideals must be united to secure the greatest good.
As moral law without intellectual direction fails, ends in intolerance,
so instinctive art without mental control is bound to fail, to end in
incoherence. In art the control of reason means the rule of design.
Without reason art becomes chaotic. Instinct and feeling must be
directed by knowledge and iudgluent.
It is impossible to correlate our artistic efforts with the phe.
nomena of life without knowledge of life's processes. Without men·
tal control, instinct, or feeling compels the artist to follow nature as
a slave a nlaster. He can direct his artistic fate only by learning nature's ideal and going directly for that as a goaL
The present need is for an exposition of the application of dy.
namic symmetry to the problems of today. The indications are that
we stand on the threshold of a design awakening. Returning consciousness is bound to be accompanied by dissatisfaction with the
prevailing methods of appropriating the design efforts of the past.
When it is realized that symmetry provides the means of ordering
and correlating our design ideas, to the end that intelligent expression may be given to our dreams, we shall no longer tolerate pilfering. Instead of period furniture and antique junk we shall demand
design expressive of ourselves and our time. The oriental rug, the
style house, the conscious and the artificial craft products, all echoes
of other times and other peoples and sure evidence of design poverty,
lnust give place to a healthy and natural expression of the aspirations
of our own age.

THE ELEMENTS OF DYNAMIC
SYMMETRY
THE DYNAMIC SYMMETRY OF THE PLANT

THE DYNAMIC SYMMETRY OF THE
PLANT
The Summation Series.-How Dynamic Symmetry Was Discovered.The Logarithmic Spiral.-The Law of Phyllotaxis.-Explanation of
Its Application to Design.

It has long been known that a peculiar series of numbers is connected with the phenomenon of the orderly distribution of the leaves
of plants. The series is: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, etc. This
is called a summation series from the fact that each term is composed of the sum of the two preceding terms. For those who may be
interested in the subject from the botanical standpoint reference is
made to the elaborate work of Professor A. H. Church of Oxford on
"Phyllotaxis in Relation to Mechanical Law." This series of numbers in reality represents the symmetry of the plant in the sense that
the wordis used as "analogy," which is its Greek meaning. From this
series we obtain the entire structure of dynamic symmetry, which
applies not only to the architecture of the plant but to the architecture of man.
This summation series of numbers, because of its character, represents a ratio, i.e., it is a geometrical progression. TLis ratio may be
obtained by dividing one term into another, such as 34 into 55. The
series does not represent the phenomenon exactly but only so far
as it is representable by whole numbers. A much closer representation would be obtained by a substitute series such as 118, 191, 309,
500, 8°9, 1309, 2118, 34 27, 5545, 897 2,145 17, etc. One term of this
series divided into the other equals 1.6180, which is the ratio necessary to explain the symmetry of the plant design system.
The operation of the law of leaf distribution and its connection
with the summation series of numbers is explained by Professor
Church, who uses as illustration the disk of the sunflower.
"The most perfect examples of phyllotaxis easily obtainable are
3
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afforded by the common sunflower, so frequently selected as a typical
Angiosperm, both in anatomical and physiological observations,
owing to the fact that it exhibits, par excellence, what is regarded as a
normal structure little modified by specialization for any peculiar
environment. Not only is the sunflower a leading type of the Compositae which holds the highest position among Angiosperm families,
but amongst this family it flourishes in the best stations, in which
sunlight, air, and water supply are perhaps at an optimum for modern
vegetation. The very fact that it is as near an approximation to the
typical Angiosperm as can perhaps be obtained, suggests that the
phenomena of growth exhibited by it will also be normal, and from
the time of Braun to that of Schwendener it has afforded a classical
example of spiral phyllotaxis."
The sunflower heads "admit of ready observation. By taking a
head in which the last flowers are withering, and clearing away the
corolla tubes, the developing ovaries are seen to mark out rhomboidal
facets, and when the fruits are ripened, and have been shed, the
subtending bracts still form rhomboidal sockets. These sockets, with
or without fruit, fornl a series of intersecting curves identical with
those of the pine cone, only reduced to a horizontal plane.
"A fairly large head, 5-6 inches in diameter in the fruiting condition, will show exactly 55 long curves crossing 89 shorter ones.
A head slightly smaller, 3-5 inches across the disk, exactly 34 long
and 55 short; very large II-inch heads give 89 long and 144 short;
the smallest tertiary heads reduce to 21-34, and ultimately 13-21
may be found; but these, being developed late in the season, are
frequently distorted and do not set fruit well.
"A record head grown at Oxford in 1899 measured 22 inches in
diameter, and, though it was not counted, there is every reason to
believe that its curves belonged to a still higher series, 144-233. The
sunflower is thus limited in its inflorescence to certain set patterns,
according to the strength of the inflorescence axis, e.g., 13/21 , 21/34,
34/55, 89/144' These were first observed by Braun (1835), and
translated into terms of the Schimper-Braun series they would correspond to divergences of 13/34,21/55, 34/ 89, 55/ 144, and 89/233,

Sunflower heads used by Professor Chureh to exhibit the phyllotaxis

phenomena

Sunflower heads used by Professor Church to exhibit the phyllotaxis
phenomena

Pinus pumilis, bijugate conc of type 6/10/16

DipsaclIs pilosus, L.

Inflorescence of the type 10/16
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respectively. Under normal circumstances of growth, the ratio of
the curves is practically constant. (Cf. Weisse. Out of 140 plants 6
only were anomalous, the error being thus only 4 per cent.)"
The ratio 1.6180, when reduced to a rectangular area makes a
rectangle which has been given the name by the writer, of the "rectangle of the whirling squares." For a description of a root·five
rectangle and the rectangle of the whirling squares, see Lesson 2,
Part I.
To the end that the artist may understand the essential idea
connected with the form rhythms observable in plant architecture
and apply it to his immediate needs, it is advisable to digress at this
point and explain how observation of this form rhythm led to the
discovery of dynamic symmetry. Many years ago the writer became
convinced that the spiral curve found in plant growth, which Pro·
fessor Church describes in his work on the law of leaf distribution,
and that of the curve of the shell, were identical, and must be the
equiangular or logarithmic spiral curve of mathematics. It will not
be necessary for the present purpose to enumerate all the evidence
which jugtifies this assumption. I10r the benefit of those who may
care to pursue the subject further, reference is made to a paper by
the Rev. H. Moseley, "On the Geometrical Forms of Turbinated
and Discoid Shell" (Phil. Trans. pp. 351-37°, 1838) * and to the
able and clear treatment of the spiral by D'Arcy W. Thompson.
("Growth and Form," Cambridge, Eng., 1917,)
Being convinced that the spiral was indeed the mathematical
curve mentioned, the writer saw that, because of a certain property
which it possessed, this spiral could be reduced from a curve form to
one composed of straight lines and thereby be used by the artist
to solve certain problems of composition and connect design closely
with nature.
This property of the curve is: between any three radii vectors of
the curve, equal angular distance apart, the middle one is a mean
*PhiIosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, London, Vol. 12.8, 1838, pp.

35 1-37°.
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proportional between the other two. The drawing, Fig. I, explains
this.

Fig. I
The Logarithmic or Equiangular Spiral

a

is the pole or eye of the curve and the lines OA, OB, OC, are
radii vectors equal angular distance apart. In this case the angle is a
right angle. According to the definition the line OB is a mean proportional between the other two, i.e., OA and OC.
This means, speaking in terms of area, that the line OB is the
side of a square equal in area to a rectangle the end and side of
which are the lines OA and OC. It necessarily follows, therefore,
that if three lines stand in this relationship they constitute the essentials of a right angle. This is shown in Fig. II.

~
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,
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"..........
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Fig. II

The line OB is a mean proportional between the lines OA and
OC and the shape ABC is a triangle, right-angled at B, and the line
AC is the hypotenuse.
One of the earliest geometrical facts determined by the ancient
Greeks was that in a right angled triangle a line drawn from the
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intersection of the two sides to nleet the hypotenuse at right angles
was a mean proportional between the segments of the hypotenuse.
Sinlply stated, this means that three lines situated like the three
radii vectors mentioned constitute three terms of a continued proportion; OA is to OB as OB is to OC.
The relation between these lines could be stated arithmetically as
a ratio, this following from the fact that lines in continued proportion form a geometrical progression.
If we assunle, for exanlple, that the ratio is 2 and the length of
the line OA is two units, then the line OB would be four units and
the line OC eight units. 2,4, and 8 constitute three terms of a simple
proportion with a ratio of 2 and according to the rule of three, the
square of the mean is equal to the product of the extremes. In this
case 4 is the mean and 2 and 8 are the extremes. 4 multiplied by
itself, or squared, equals 2 multiplied by 8.
The mean is the side of a square equal in area to the area of a
rectangle made by the extrenles or 2 as end and 8 as side.

Fig. III

But the line OB may be produced through the pole 0 of the spiral
until it touches the curve at the point D and DAB will be a right
angle and there will exist four lines in continued proportion, OD,
OA, OB and OC. Also, the curve cuts the vector lines at E and F,
etc., and other right angles are created. In short, the curve may be
reduced from a curve to a rectangular spiral, and, as in the curve,
the converging right angles wrap themselves to infinity around the
pole. This particular curve never reaches the pole, it goes on forever.

8
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Fig. IV

The essential point is that this simple construction enables the
designer to introduce the law of proportion into any type of composition and that, too, in much the same way as it appears in the
plant and in the shell. The operation by which this is accomplished
is the drawing of a diagonal to a rectangle and a line from one corner
cutting this diagonal at right angles, Fig. V.
(---------,.

a...-

--JG-'

Fig. V

Fig. V is any rectangle and AB is a diagonal. The line CD, drawn
from the corner C, cuts the diagonal AB at right angles at O. It is
apparent that the angular spiral formed by the lines AC, CB, BD,
DE and EF is identical with the angular spiral derived frOlll the shell
and from the plant.
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Having established a condition of proportion within the area of a
rectangle it becomes obvious that the line CD must perform some
important function.
Artists are well acquainted with at least one property of the diagonal to a rectangle. It is well known, for example, that any shape
drawn within the area of a rectangle whose diagonal is common to
the diagonal of the containing area is a similar shape to the whole.
This geometrical fact is utilized in the arts, especially the reproductive arts, for the purpose of determining similar shapes on a larger
or smaller scale. This, however, is about as far as modern artistic
knowledge of proportion extends. The value of the line CD is unknown to modern art. That the value of this line was known at one
time in the history of art and its power appreciated is abundantly
proven by dynamic analysis of classical Greek design. This line CD
determines the reciprocal of a rectangular shape and is itself the
diagonal of that shape. Following the construction we appreciate the
fact that, in a rectangular area, the diagonal of a reciprocal cuts the
diagonal of the whole at right angles. (See Lesson 5.)
The line HD, Fig. V, which is drawn parallel to the ends AG or
CB, fixes the area of the reciprocal of the shape AB. With this notion
of a reciprocal in mind it is apparent that the fatter or squatter the
rectangle the larger will be the area of the reciprocal.
For example, if instead of the rectangle AB of Fig. V, one is constructed which much more closely approaches the shape of a square,
the area of the reciprocal, because it is a similar shape to the whole,
will also much more closely approach the shape of a square.
The breadth of the reciprocal increases with the breadth of the
parent form until it coincides with it as a square; or it decreases until
both become a straight line. Obviously, also, there must be rectangles
such that the reciprocal is some even multiple of the parent form,
such as 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5 and so on.
Perception of this fact led the writer to discover the root rectangles.
It was found that a rectangle whose reciprocal equalled one-half the
whole was a root-two rectangle; 1/3 a root-three, 1/4 a root-four and
1/5 a root-five rectangle and so on. When the root-five rectangle was
defined and its commensurable area examined it was found that this

j2
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shape was connected in a curious manner with the phenomena of
leaf distribution.
As has been explained, the ratio produced by the summation series
of numbers, which so persistently appears in the rhythmic arrangements of leaves and seeds in vegetable growth, is 1.6180. When a
rectangle was made wherein the relationship between the end and
side was the ratio 1.6180 it was found that the end of the reciprocal
of this area equalled .618.
The side of a root-five rectangle, arithmetically expressed, is
2.2360 or the square root of five. If the ratio 1.6180 is subtracted from
2.2360 the remainder is .6180. The area of a root-five rectangle, therefore, is equal to a 1.6180 rectangle plus its reciprocal.
The 1.6180 rectangle, because the end of its reciprocal equals .618,
is a rectangle such that its continued reciprocals cut off squares and
these squares form a spiral around a pole of the rectangle. This pole,
of course, is the point where the diagonal of a reciprocal and a diagonal of the whole cross each other. Because of this property this
shape was given the name "the rectangle of the whirling squares."
(See Lesson 4. )
The importance to design of the curve-cross pattern arrangements
found in the leaf distribution phenomena lies in the fact that the
normal scheme represented by the sunflower disk is clearly connected
with commensurability of area. And, because an area may represent
the projection of a solid, the measurableness of the two-dimensional
plan is also that of the three-dimensional plant example.
The dynamic rectangles, which we obtain from the growth phenomena, are distinguished by this property of area measurableness.
It is this characteristic which lies at the base of the rhythmic theme
conception and gives the dynamic scheme its greatest design value.
Because of the persistence of the normal ratios of phyllotaxis the
conclusion is inevitable that the measurable area themes possess life
and all the qualities that go with it, while areas which do not have
this peculiar property do not have life. They are "static" or dead
areas, at least as far as design is concerned. If the testimony of Greek
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art has value this would seem to be so. We know that one characteristic of Greek design is just this life-suggesting quality. Many have
noticed it. We know also that Roman art, by comparison, is lifeless.
Many have noticed and commented upon this fact. Indeed, we need
not go further than Roman sculpture, with its surface commonplaceness and stodgy, uninspired design quality, to see how true
this is.
It is recognized that the substitute summation series, which has
been suggested to take the place of the whole number series used by
botanists to express the curve-cross phenomena of distribution, can
have little if any value in checking an actual plant structure. TIle
fractions necessary to make the ratio 1.618 complete for the system
are so small that their presence in a specimen could not be noted.
We are using the phyllotaxis phenomena for purposes of design
and are not so much interested in botanical research. The plant
structure is so delicate and the skeletal residue so slight, after an
average plant withers, that direct observation for comnlensurable
area thenles is out of the question. We may leave the field to the
botanist and let him retain the conventional series of whole numbers.
To the artist, however, the numbers of the substitute series, 118,
19 1, 309, 500, 809, 1309,2118, 34 27, 5545, etc., are of much interest,
because they not only furnish the exact ratio of 1.6180, but each
member of the series is an actual ratio of the dynamic commensurable area scheme and is found abundantly not only in the human
skeleton, but throughout classic Greek design.
Nature provides many plant examples wherein the curve-cross
systenl varies from the normal whole number series. These less
common arrangements of curve-cross pattern form are mentioned
by Church in the following terms:
"When the type of normal asymmetrical phyllotaxis is thus completely isolated as consisting of systems mapped out by log spiral
curves in the ratio-series of Braun and Fibonacci, 2, 3, 5, 8, etc.; and
the type of normal symmetrical phyllotaxis is equally clearly delimited as a secondary construction, physiologically independent of

12
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the ratio-series, though connected with it phylogenetically, the greatest interest attaches to all other phyllotaxis phenon1ena, which,
though less COlnmon, n1ay throw light on the causes which tend to
induce symlnetry, before postulating, as a last resource, son1e hypothetical inherent tendency in the protoplasm itself.
"These may be included under two series: first, the multijugate
systen1s of Bravais, and, second, systems in which the parastichy
ratios belong to series other than that of Braun and Fibonacci, e.g.,
the 3, 4, 7, 11
, 4, 5, 9, 14
' or still higher series (these
latter Church classifies as belonging to anomalous series. It will be
noticed that they also are sumn1ation series).
"The term multijugate was applied by the brothers Bravais to
types of phyllotaxis in which the nun1bers expressing the parastichy
ratios are divisible by a common factor; so that 2 (13/21) = (26/42),
a bijugate systeln; while 3 (13/21) = (39/63) would be a trijugate
one. "
The fact that they may occur in the plant (i.e., multijugate systems) which has already been found to exhibit normal phyllotaxis
phenon1ena most completely, lends additional interest to these constructions. Thus, out of a batch of heads, collected at haphazard by
E. G. Broome, two were bijugate, 26/42 (read 26 crossing 42) and
42/68, respectively; the others were quite norn1al; while out of a
total crop of 130 cones on a plant of pinus punlilis one cone only
was 6/10/16-see illustration-the rest being normal, or 5/8/13,
"Phyllotaxis in Relation to Mechanical Law."
These so-called multijugate types are interesting, particularly
when a specimen shows a variation fron1 the normal scheme to one
of multiples of that ratio by 2 or 3. Using the suggested substitute
series and considering the commensurable area thelnes of dynamic
symmetry, the bijugate scheme as 26 crossing 42 is 1309 crossing
2118 wherein both members are multiplied by 2.
The trijllgate arrangement, 39 crossing 63, becomes 1309 and 2118
multiplied by three, and the schemes would be, as measurable area
arrangements, 2618,4236, 3927,635+ respectively. A 6/10/16 plan,
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as a commensurable area theme of dynamic symmetry would be
.618, 1. and 1.618.
This leads us to consider somewhat in detail the substitute summation series. Its properties are curiously interesting. Any two members of the series added equal a third member.
Every term divided into its successor equals the ratio 1.618.
Every term divided into a third term equals 1.618 squared or
2.618.
Every term divided into a fourth term equals 1.618 cubed or

4. 2 36.
Every term divided into a fifth term equals 1.618 raised to the
4th power or 6.854'
Every term divided into a sixth term equals 1.618 raised to the
5th power or 11.090, etc.
Powers of 1.618 divided by 2 produce the sum.mation series of
nUITLbers.
2618 equals 13°9
17944 equals 8972
2

2

4236 equals 2118

29034 equals 145 17
2

2

68 54 equals 3427

46978 equals 23489, etc.
2

2

11090 equals 5545
2

1.618 divided by 2 equals .809,
Unity divided by 2 equals .5.
.618 squared equals .382 .618 equals .309
2

.618 cubed equals .236

.382 equals .191
2

.618 4th. power equals .146, etc..236 equals .118, etc.
2

The square of 1.618 equals 1.618 plus 1. or 2.618.
.618 plus .618 squared equals 1.

14
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The student will recognize all these numbers as ratios representing the dynamic measurable areas. The few relationships mentioned
are merely suggestive; an extraordinary number of curiously fascinating interdependencies may be worked out of this summation
series. When the series is charted as the expansion of a scheme of
squares and subdivisions of squares it appears as in Fig. VI.
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Fig. VI

It will be clear to those who have studied dynamic symmetry that
the basic pattern plan of leaf arrangement is but one phase of an
architectural scheme connected with the phenomena of growth in
general. Fortunately, as artists, we need not depend upon plant
forms for detailed knowledge of the mysteries of dynamic form.
The human skeleton furnishes all that the plant does and more.
It is practically impossible to measure the withered plant structure.
Comparatively, the bone network of man's frame is more stable than
the skeleton of the plant, and, what is of much greater artistic importance, man is and always has been recognized as the most perfect
type of design in nature.
It is felt that the foregoing rough outline of the dynamic symmetry of the plant is all that is necessary to show the artist that the
dynamic scheme has a general basis in plant growth.

PART I
SIMPLE RECTANGLES

THE ELEMENTS OF DYNAMIC
SYMMETRY
LESSON 1
The Square (lor Unity).
lessons will deal entirely with the fundamental principles of
symmetry as they are found in nature and in Greek art; no attempt
will be made to show their application to specific exanlples of nature
or of art.

THESE

THE BASES OF DYNAMIC SYt\1METRY

The Square and its diagonal and the square
and the diagonal to its half

a

[]]
b

The square and its diagonal furnish the series of root rectangles.
The square and the diagonal to its half furnish the series of remarkable shapes which constitute the architectural plan of the plant and
the human figure.
The most distinctive shape \vhich we derive from the architecture
of the plant and the human figure, is a rectangle which has been
given the name "root-five." It is so called because the relationship
between the end and side is as one to the square root of five, 1.:2.2360
plus. *
As a length unit the end cannot be divided into the side of a rootfive rectangle, because the square root of five is a never-ending fraction. We naturally think of such a relationship as irrational. The
*N. B.-Ciphers, plus and minus signs added to ratios. and fractions beyond the
actual figures of the ratio will hereafter be omitted to avoid repetition and confusion.
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Greeks, however, said that such lines were not irrational, because
they were commensurable or measurable in square. This is really
the great secret of Greek design. In understanding this measurableness of area instead of line the Greek artists had command of an
infinity of beautiful shapes which modern artists are unable to use.
The relationship between the end and side of a root-five rectangle
is a relationship of area and not line, because as lengths one cannot
be divided into the other, but the square constructed on the end of
a root-five rectangle is exactly one-fifth the area of the square constructed on the side. The areas of rectangles which have this measurable relationship between end and side possess a natural property
that enables us to divide them into many smaller shapes which are
also measurable parts of the whole.
A simple method for constructing all the root rectangles is shown
in Fig. 1.*

C

E

J 1.¥/f.a
J

JJ.
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Fig.
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In Fig. 1, AB is a square whose side is assumed to be unity, or 1.
Since the diagonal of a square whose side is unity equals the square
root of two, the diagonal AB equals the square root of two. With
A as center and AB as radius describe the arc of a circle, BC. The
line AC equals AB, or the square root of two. AD is therefore a roottwo rectangle. Numerically the line KA equals unity or 1. and the
line AC equals the square root of two, or, 1.4142.
• 1 or unity should be considered as meaning a square. The number
squares, 3, three squares and so on.

2

means two
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The diagonal of the root-two rectangle, AD, equals the square
root of three. By the same process the line AE is made equal to AD,
or the square root of three. AF is therefore a root-three rectangle.
Numerically its height, KA, equals unity or 1.; its length, AE, equals
the square root of three, or 1.732.
The diagonal of the root-three rectangle, AF, equals the square
root of four. By the same process the line AG is made equal to AF
or the square root of four. AH is therefore a root-four rectangle.
Numerically its height, KA, equals unity or 1.; its length, AG, equals
the square root of four, or 2. The root-four rectangle is thus seen
to be composed of two squares, since its length equals twice its
height.
The diagonal of the root-four rectangle, AH, equals the square
root of five. By the same process the line AI is made equal to AH,
or· the square root of five. AJ is therefore a root-five rectangle. Numerically its height, KA, equals unity or 1.; its length, AI, equals the
square root of five, or 2.236.
This process can be carried on to infinity. For practical purposes
no rectangles beyond the root-five rectangle need be considered.
In Greek art a rectangle higher than root-five is seldom found. When
one does appear it is almost invariably a compound area composed
of two smaller rectangles added together.
In any of the root rectangles a square on the longer side is an even
multiple of a square on the shorter side. Thus a square constructed on
the line AC has twice the area of the SqU1Tf> on KA; the square on
AE has three times the area of the square on KA; the square on
AG has four times the area of the square on KA; the square on AI has
five times the area of the square on KA. This is demonstrated graphically in the following diagrams, Fig. 2.
The linear proportions 1, V 2, V 3, Y4, V 5, etc., are based on the
proportions of square areas derived by diagonals from a generating
square. *
The linear proportions 1, V 2, vi 3, vi 4, vi 5, are geometrically established as in Fig. 2.
• N. B.-The signs V 2, V 3, V4, V 5, stand for root-two, root-three, etc.
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1
1
Fig.

2d

In Fig. 2a this unit square is indicated by shading. Its diagonal
divides it into two right-angled triangles, one of which is marked by
heavy lines. The 47th proposition of the first book of Euclid proves
that the square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle equals
the sum of the squares on the other two sides. Since the area of each
of these two squares is 1, the area of the square on the hypotenuse
is 2; and its side (or the diagonal of the unit square) equals y 2.
The side of the unit square is y 1, which is equal to 1. Thus the
linear proportion 1: V 2 has been established.
In Fig. 2b the diagonal of the unit square is used as the base of a
rectangle with sides of the lengths 1 and y 2. This is called a roottwo rectangle. Its diagonal divides it into two right-angled triangles,
one of which is marked by heavy lines. The squares on the two shorter
sides of this triangle are equal to 1 and 2 respectively. Therefore
the square on its hypotenuse equals 1 + 2, or 3; and the side of this
square (or the diagonal of the root-two rectangle) equals y 3. Thus
the linear proportion 1: V 3has been established.

Lesson
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Fig.

'2.b

Fig.

'2.C

In Fig. 2C the diagonal of the root-two rectangle is used to construct a rectangle with sides of the lengths 1 and V 3. This is called
a root-three rectangle. Its diagonal makes, with the two adjacent sides
of the rectangle a right-angled triangle, which is marked by heavy
lines. The squares on the two shorter sides of this triangle are equal
to 1 and 3 respectively. The square on its hypotenuse equals 1
3,
or 4; and the side of this square (or the diagonal of the root-three
rectangle) equals V4. Thus the linear proportion 1: V4 has been
established.

+
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1
4
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•

Fig. 2-d

In Fig. 2d the diagonal of the root-three rectangle is used as the
base of a rectangle with sides of the lengths 1 and y 4- This is called
a root·four rectangle. Its diagonal makes with the two adjacent sides
of the rectangle a triangle, which is marked by heavy lines. The
squares on the two shorter sides of this triangle are equal to 1 and
4 respectively. The square on its hypotenuse equals 1
4, or 5, and
the side of this square (or the diagonal of the root·four rectangle)
equals y 5. Thus the linear proportion 1: y 5 has been established.

+
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In Fig. 2e the diagonal of a root-four rectangle is used to construct
a rectangle with sides of the lengths 1 and y 5. This is called a rootfive rectangle. Its diagonal makes, with the two adjacent sides of the
rectangle, a triangle. The squares on the two shorter sides of this
triangle are equal to 1 and 5 respectively. The square on its hypotenuse equals 1 + 5, or 6, and the side of this square (or the diagonal
of the root-five rectangle) equals Y6. Thus the linear proportion 1:
y6 has been established. This process can be carried on to infinity.
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The root rectangles are constructed within a square by the following simple method:

....=-----_8

Fig. 3

In Fig. 3, AB is a square and CED is a quadrant arc of a circle,
the radius of which is AD. The diagonal of the square AB cuts the
quadrant arc at E, and FG is a line through the point E drawn parallel
to AD. AG is a root-two rectangle within the square AB.
The diagonal of the root-two rectangle AG cuts the quadrant arc
at H. A line through the point H similar to the line through E establishes the root-three rectangle AI.
The diagonal of the root-three rectangle AI cuts the quadrant arc
at J. The area AK is a root-four rectangle.
The diagonal of the root-four rectangle AK cuts the quadrant arc
at L. The area AM is a root-five rectangle, and so on.
There are many other methods for the construction of root rectangles, both outside and inside a square, but, in the writer's opinion
the ones described are the simplest.

LESSON 2
The Rectangle of the Whirling Squares ( 1.618)
and the Root-Five Rectangle (2.236).

IN the preceding lesson we learned the evolution of the root rec·
tangles from the diagonal of a square. We shall now consider the
important rectangle derived from the diagonal to half a square
called the "rectangle of the whirling squares," numerically expressed
as 1.618. *
Because of the close relationship of the 1.618 to the root-five
rectangle we shall have to consider the two together before taking
the root-five in the logical sequence of its developlnent from the
square.
The rectangle of the whirling squares:
Di--_--lo_ _~--:.::r.:..:-___.'

....
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\

\
\
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,

Fig. 4

Draw a square as CB in Fig. 4. Bisect one side as at A. Draw the
line AB and make AE equal to AB. Complete the rectangle by draw·
ing the lines BF, FE. This rectangle, DE, is the rectangle of the
whirling squares. It is composed of the square CB and the rectangle
BE.
• The name "whirling squares" will be explained in Lesson 4.
2

5
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Fig. 5

The construction of a root-five rectangle is simple. Draw a square
as CB in the diagram Fig. 5, and bisect one side as at A. Draw a
line from A to B and use this line as a radius to describe the semicircle DBE. AE and AD are equal to AB, or the line DE is twice
the length of the line AB. Complete the rectangle by drawing the
lines DF, FC and CE. It will be noticed that the rectangle FE is
composed of the square CB and two rectangles FC and BE. This is
the root-five rectangle and its end to side relationship is as one to
the square root of five, 1: 2.2 36; the number 2.236 being the square
root of five. Multiplied by itself this number equals 5.
The root-five rectangle produces a great number of other shapes
which are measurable in area with themselves and with the parent
shape. The principal one of these is the 1.618 or that which is made
by cutting a line in, what Plato called "the section." * The relationship of this rectangle to the root-five rectangle is shown by its construction. It is apparent that this shape is equal to the root-five
rectangle minus one of the small rectangles FC or BE of Fig. 5.
The construction of the shapes of vegetable and animal architecture is simple and if we wished to begin using them in design little
more would be necessary. Unfortunately we cannot afford to wait
to discover all the wonderful properties possessed by these simple
shapes by practically employing them in our design problems. Time
is too short and our needs too great. But, fortunately, we have the
use of a tool which the Creek artists did not possess. That implement
.. See "Section" in Glossary.
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is arithmetic. By the use of a little adding, multiplying, dividing and
subtracting, we may expedite our progress enormously. This will be
apparent if we consider the square of the root-five rectangle as representing one or unity; this may be 1. or 10. or 100. or 1000, but it
will always be a square as an area of sides of equal length. Regarded
thus it will be apparent that the area of any rectangle may be composed of one or more squares plus some fractional part of a square.
The square root of five is 2.236; if one is subtracted from this number
the result will be 1.236. In this case 1.236 represents the two small
rectangles on either side of the square, .618 plus .618 equals 1.236.
If this number is divided by two, the result is .618. This number
represents each one of the two small rectangles. We now see that the
area of the root-five shape may be considered as 1. plus .618 plus
.618. Also it is now apparent that the area of the rectangle of the
whirling squares may be considered numerically as 1. plus .618.
It was stated in the first lesson that the relationship between the
areas of the squares described on the end and side of a root-five
rectangle was as one to five. The square described on the side of a
whirling square rectangle is equal in area to the square described
on the end, plus the area of the rectangle itself.

LESSON 3
The Application of Areas.
FOR the purpose of dividing up the areas of rectangles so that the
divisions would be recognizable, the Greeks had recourse to a simple
but ingenious method which is called the "application of areas."
This idea was used by them both in science and in art. For a description of the process as used in science, see any standard work on the
history of Greek geometry.
Classic design furnishes abundant examples of its use in art. The
process in design may be illustrated by either of the rectangles described in the preceding lesson.
If, to a rectangle of the whirling squares, we apply a square on
the end of that shape, the operation is equivalent to subtracting 1~
from 1.618. A square on the end applied to the area of a whirling
square rectangle leaves as a remainder a .618 area. If a square on the
end of a rectangle is applied to its side, however, the operation is
not so simple unless we use the Greek method. This process is shown
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6

To the rectangle AB the square AC is applied on the end.
z8
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To apply this same square to a side as GB, we must first draw a
diagonal to the whole shape as GH. This diagonal cuts the side of the
square AC at D. Through the point D we draw the line EF. The area
EB is equal to the area of the square AC. (For proof, see similarity
of figure, Lesson 7, Fig. 35b.)
This process applies to any rectangular area whatever which may
be applied either to the end or the side of a rectangle. It will be
noticed that the square on the end of a rectangle when applied to a
side changes its shape, i.e., it is no longer a square, though equal in
area to the area of a specific square. It is clear that now it is composed
of a square plus some other area which may be composed of either
a square or squares or some fractional part of a square.

LESSON 4
The Reciprocal.
A PROCESS connected with the science of plan-making which was
thoroughly understood by the Greeks, was that of determining the
reciprocal of a rectangle. This conception of a reciprocal of a shape
is most important. Briefly, the reciprocal of a rectangle is a figure
similar in shape to the major rectangle but smaller in size. The end
of the maior rectangle becomes the side of the reciprocal. Greek
art shows us several simple methods for determining reciprocals, but
they all depend upon the fact that the diagonal of a reciprocal cuts
the diagonal of the major shape at right angles. Fig. 7 is a rectangle of
the whirling squares.

Fig. 7

AB is a reciprocal to the shape CD and the diagonals CD and AB
cut each other at right angles at E. The rectangle AB is a similar
shape to the whole, i.e., the area AB is exactly like the area CD, the
difference being one of size only. The line BD, which is the end of
the larger rectangle, is the side of the smaller one. The name, the
rectangle of the whirling squares, may now be explained.
Because of the fact of similarity, the reciprocal of this shape, Fig.
7, is also a whirling square rectangle and the area CA, i.e., the area
3°
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in excess of the area AB, is a square and if we define the continued
reciprocals of this specific shape, the result would appear as Fig. 8.

Fig. 8

A diagonal of the whole and a diagonal of a reciprocal, enable us
to draw readily the continued reciprocals. The area KB is a reciprocal
of the area KL and the area KC is a reciprocal of the area KB, etc.
These areas are all similar shapes. The numbered areas, 1, 2, 3,4, 5,
etc., are all squares. A rectangle of the whirling squares is so called
because its continued reciprocals cut off squares and these squares
arrange themselves in the form of a spiral whirling to infinity around
a pole or eye. The appearance in nature of this rectangle is explained
in the lesson on the phenomenon of leaf arrangement.
The arithmetical statement of the reciprocal may now be considered. If unity or 1. represents the area of a square, then, in a
whirling square rectangle, the fraction .618 must represent the reciprocal and the area .618 is also a whirling square rectangle. We
obtain the reciprocal of any number by dividing that number into
unity, which is equivalent to dividing the side into the end. 1.618
divided into 1. equals .618. The square root of five divided into unity,
2.236 into 1., equals .4472. The area represented by .618 is a whirling
square rectangle, and that by .4472 is a root-five rectangle. As far
as shape is concerned a root-five rectangle, numerically, may be
2.236 or .4472; this also applies to a rectangle of the whirling squares
which may be 1.618 or .618. Any rectangle nlay be arithmetically
expressed in the same manner.
It will be noticed that a root-five rectangle may be considered as
composed of a square plus two whirling square rectangles, or as a
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square plus two reciprocals of that shape. It may also be considered
as two whirling square rectangles overlapping each other to the
extent of a square, Fig. 9.

Fig. 9

DC and AB are whirling square rectangles and they overlap to the
extent of the square EC. Also, EC is a square and DA and CB, are
each whirling square rectangles. Each of these shapes, DA and CB,
are reciprocals of the areas DC and AB.

LESSON 5
The Diagonal.

Fig.

10

FOR purposes of design the most important element of a rectangle
is its diagonal. The area of the square upon the diagonal of any
rectangle is equal to the areas of a square upon its end and a square
upon its side. This important fact was supposedly discovered by the
early Greeks. It is the 47th proposition of the first book of Euclid and
has been picturesquely described by Kepler as "a measure of gold."
(See Lesson 1.)
The element of a rectangle second in importance to the diagonal,
is the diagonal of a reciprocal, as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig.

33
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The diagonal of the reciprocal of a rectangle cuts the" diagonal of
the whole at right angles.

Fig. u

AB of Fig. 12, is the diagonal of a root-two rectangle and CD is the
diagonal of its reciprocal. E is the right-angled intersection of the
two lines.
The reciprocal of a rectangle may be established in various ways
by simple geometrical construction:
( 1) By a perpendicular to the diagonal, Fig. 13.

Fig. 13

Draw the rectangle CD, Fig. 13, and its diagonal AB. From F
drop a perpendicular on the diagonal and continue it till it meets the
line AD at E. The rectangle CE is the reciprocal of CD.
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(2) By a right-angled triangle, one side of which is the diagonal
of the rectangle, Fig. 14.

Fig. 14

Draw the rectangle FD, Fig. 14, and its diagonal AB. At right
angles to AB draw the line BC. Complete the rectangle BC. ABC
is a triangle right angled at B and the rectangle BC is a reciprocal to
the rectangle FD.
(3) By "applying" a square on the end of the rectangle, Fig. 15.

Fig. 15

Apply the square AB on the end of the rectangle AC, Fig. 15.
Draw GE a diagonal to the whole. The side of the square AB cuts
the diagonal of the rectangle AC at D. The end of the reciprocal
shape is the line DB. Draw the line FD. FB is a reciprocal shape.
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(4) By a semicircle, which described on the end of a rectangle,
cuts the diagonal of the whole and the diagonal of the reciprocal at
right angles, Fig. 16.

Fig. 16

Describe a semicircle on the end of a rectangle, Fig. 16. Draw a
diagonal to the whole. The arc cuts it at C and a line from A through
C to B is a diagonal of the reciprocal. Draw the line DB. ED is a reciprocal shape.
The point of intersection of the diagonal of a reciprocal with the
diagonal of the rectangle is the pole or eye of a rectangular spiral,
Fig. 17.

Fig. 17

AB, Fig. 17, is the diagonal of a rectangle, CD the diagonal of the
reciprocal and BC, CA, AD, DE, EF, FG, etc., are the sides of a
rectangular spiral whose pole is O. The spiral can never reach the
point O.
The diagonal of a rectangle and a diagonal of its reciprocal cut
each other to form lines in continued proportion, Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18

BA, BC, BD, and BE, Fig. 18, are lines in continued proportion.
That is, the line BA bears the same relation to the line BC as BC
does to BD and BD to BE. BC, BD are two mean proportionals between the two extremes BA and BE. Also, AC, CD and DE, the
sides of a rectangular spiral, are lines in continued proportion. Lines
in continued proportion in a rectangle divide the area into proportional multiple and submultiple parts.
The area of the reciprocal to a root-two rectangle is one half the
area of the whole; the area of the reciprocal to a root-three rectangle
is one third the area of the whole; the area of the reciprocal to a
root-four rectangle is one fourth the area of the whole and the area
of the reciprocal to a root-five rectangle is one fifth the area of the
whole, see Fig. 19.
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LESSON 6
The Root-Two Rectangle (1.4142) .
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21

THE area of a square described on the diagonal of a square is double
the area of the smaller square, Fig. 20. The rectangle obtained from
a square, whose end is the end of the rectangle and whose diagonal
is its side, is shown in Fig. 21. The square on the end of this rectangle
is one-half the area of the square on its side.
This shape, Fig. 21, is called a root-two rectangle, because the
relationship of its end to its side is that of one to the square root of
two; 1: 1.4142 plus. The end and side of a root-two rectangle are incommensurable, not measurable one by the other. They are, however, commensurable in square. (See Greek classification of incommensurables. Euclid, Book X.)
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Fig.

22

Sides of the rectangular spirals in a root-two rectangle touch, Fig.

22.
1.

Fig.

23

A root-two rectangle plus a square on the end is expressed by the
ratio 2,4142, Fig. 23.

D1-

~

Fig. 24

A root-two rectangle is described within a square by half the
diagonal of that square, Fig. 24. AB is equal to half the line AC.
DB is a root-two rectangle.
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When root-two rectangles are described on the four sides of a
square the area of the square is divided into five squares and four
root-two rectangles, Fig. 25. (To construct see Fig. 24.)
:rorr

Fig. 26

The reciprocal of a root-two rectangle, ,7°71, plus a square is expressed by the ratio 1.7°71, Fig. 26.
•70'"

t•

Fig.

."071

~7

The ratio 2.4142, as an area, may be shown as a square plus the
1., Fig.
reciprocal of a root-two rectangle on either end, .7°71 X 2.
2.7·

+
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In a root-two rectangle diagonals of the whole and diagonals of the
reciprocals divide the area into a never ending series of smaller root·
two rectangles, Fig. 28.

Fig. 28a
Continued subdivision of a root-two rectangle
into similar figures, with a ratio of two.
d.

Fig. 28b
b. Continued subdivision of a root-two rectangle
into similar figures with a ratio of three.

Fig. 28c

Fig. 28c illustrates the fact that the intersection of the diagonal
of the whole rectangle with the diagonal of half the rectangle de·
termines its division into thirds. This fact applies not only to the
root-two rectangle but to all the rectangles and is therefore of great
use to the designer.

LESSON 7
The Root-Two Rectangle and the Application of Areas.
s

S
'Y!
Fig. 29

the square on the end of a root-two rectangle is "applied"
to the area of that rectangle, the excess area is composed of a square
and a root-two rectangle, Fig. 29.
The application of areas to other areas may be made by geometrical construction or scale. For this purpose a metric scale is used.
WHEN

.~142

,

C

Fig. 30

The tnd of a rectangle is always regarded as 1. or unity. In the case
under consideration, Fig. 30, AB is the square and the area BC is
a square plus a root-two rectangle. The nature of the area BC is
determined arithmetically by dividing the fraction .4142 into unity.
.4:4Z equals 2.4 1 4 2 and 2-4 1 4 2 X .41 4 2 equals 1. The ratio 2.4142 is
readily recognized as 1.4142 plus 1., i.e., a square plus a root-two
rectangle.
43
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When a square is applied to each end of a root-two rectangle they
overlap and the area of the rectangle is divided into three squares
and three root-two rectangles, Fig. 31.
c
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Fig. 3Ia

The area BC, Fig. 31a, is explained above and AD is equal to BC.
The area DB is represented by the fraction '5858, and this is obtained by subtracting .4142 from 1. The fraction '5858, divided into
1. equals 1.7071. Of this ratio 1. represents a square and .7°71 the
reciprocal of 1.4142. In a root-two rectangle there are two reciprocals
and. the end of each is obtained by dividing 1.4142 by 2.

Fig. 3Ib

To construct Fig. 31a geometrically, draw the diagonals of the two
applied squares EB, FC, Fig. 31b. Bisect EC at G. Draw the diagonals to the reciprocals AG, GH. These pairs of diagonals intersect
at I and K showing that the resulting areas are all squares or roottwo rectangles.
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The diagonal of a root-two rectangle cuts the side of an applied
square and divides the area of that square into two squares and two
root-two rectangles, Fig. 32.

Fig. 32

The area CB of the square AB, Fig. 32, is a root-two rectangle,
because its diagonal is the diagonal of a root-two rectangle. Its side,
i.e., AD or CF, is equal to unity, and its end CE equals .7071. The
area CD is 1. on the side and the difference between .7°71 and unity
on the end.. 7°71 subtracted from 1. equals .2929. This fraction
divided into 1. equals 3.4142, i.e., 1.4142 plus 2, or two squares plus
a root-two rectangle. The area BG must be equal to the area CD
(see Fig. 35b). The line BH equals .4142. This fraction divided into
unity, or HG, equals 2.4142, i.e., 1.4142 plus 1, or a square plus a
root-two rectangle. Every area in the root-two rectangle AH is now
exhausted and the entire rectangle divided into a theme of squares
and root-two rectangles. This method of area division may be applied to other rectangles.
When the square on the end of a root-two rectangle is applied to
the side of that rectangle the area of the applied square is divided
into two squares, Fig. 33.

Fig. 33
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The application of a square on an end to a side of a rectangle, as
shown in Lesson 3, is effected by a simple geometrical construction,
Fig. 34.

Fig. 34

The diagonal of a rectangle cuts the side of an applied square on
the end as at the point A. The line BC through A determines the
area DC. In a root-two rectangle BD is equal to .7°71 and BC
1.4142 and .7°71 multiplied by 2 equals 1.4142. This is a geometrical
fact of great value to design and should be carefully considered. The
geonletrical proof that the area DE is equal to the area DC is furnished by similarity of figure, Fig. 3 and b.

sa

Fig. 35d

Fig. 35b

A diagonal divides the rectangle into two equal and similar triangles, as A, B in a, Fig. 3S. In b the area AB is divided into two equal
and similar triangles E, F; G, H are also two equal and similar triangles and the area I must be equal to the area J, because (in a) area
A equals area B. The triangles E, F are common to the square KD
and the rectangle KC, and Jof the area KC is equal to the area I of
the square KD.

Lesson 7
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When a root-two rectangle is applied to the square of a 2..4142
shape the side of this rectangle produced through the major roottwo rectangle determines two squares within that shape, Fig. 36.

c:r--------.,-------_....
-r~------------~----------l----------

D

I

I
I
I
I
I

AB, Fig. 36, is a root-two rectangle applied to the square CB; the
continuation of its side is the line AD; this line fixes the area BD,
which is composed of two squares. (To describe a root-two rectangle
in a square see Fig. 24, Lesson 6. )
The side of a square applied to the. 7°71 part (reciprocal of root
2) of a 1.7°71 rectangle projected through the major square, defines
a root-two rectangle in that square, Fig. 37.
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E

Fig. 37

AB, Fig. 37, is a square applied to the root-two rectangle AC; the
side of this square DB, projected to E defines the root-two rectangle
BF in the square CF.

LESSON 8
The Root-Three Rectangle (1.732).

IF the diagonal of a root-two rectangle is used as the side of a rectangle, the end of which is equal to the end of the root-two rectangle,
this new rectangle is called a root-three rectangle. The end and side
relationship of this rectangle is one to the square root of three,
1:1.73 2 •
_------~r.:____.c

AB, Fig. 38, is a root-two rectangle and its diagonal is equal to AD,
the side of the root-three rectangle AC.
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.732

Fig. 39a

If a square on the end is applied to a root-three rectangle the excess
area is composed of two squares and two root-three rectangles, Fig.
39. Fig. 39b shows the construction.
48
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If a square on the end is applied to the side of a root-three rectangle
the area of the square changes from the form of a square to that of
three squares, Fig. 40.

Fig. 40

AB, Fig. 40, is a square on the end of the root-three rectangle AC.
A side of this square cuts a diagonal of the whole at the point D.
The line EF determines the area AF, which is equal to the area of
the square AB.

Fig·4 1d

There are three reciprocals in a root-three rectangle. AC, Fig. 41a,
is a reciprocal of the root-three rectangle AB, and AC is one-third
AB.
The diagonal of a reciprocal and the diagonal of the whole of the
root-three rectangle cut each other at right angles at E, a pole or eye.
Fig. 41b shows a root-three rectangle and its three reciprocals with
all the diagonals in position. It will be noticed that the diagonals of
all the reciprocals cut the diagonals of the whole at right angles.
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Lines coinciding with the spiral wrappings of a root-three rectangle divide the area of that shape into an infinity of similar shapes
to the whole. Fig. 42, a and b, shows this process.
Lines drawn through the eyes of a root-three rectangle divide the
area of that shape into similar figures to the whole, to infinity, Fig. 43.
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Fig. 43

The line AC, Fig. 43, is equal to one-fourth of the line AB, and
AH is one-fourth of AI. The points D, E, F, G, are u eyes" or poles.
The area of a square on an end of a root-three rectangle is onethird the area of a square on a side.

LESSON 9
The Root-Four Rectangle (2.).
A DIAGONAL of a root-three rectangle is equal to the side of a rootfour rectangle on the same unit base.

Fig. 44

CD, Fig. 44, is a root-three rectangle and AB, a diagonal, is equal
to the side of a root-four rectangle if the line CA is the end of such
a shape.

Fig. 45

The square root of four is two, consequently a root-four rectangle
is composed of two squares. A reciprocal of a root-four rectangle is
equal to one-fourth the area of that shape. AB, Fig. 45, is the reciprocal of the area AC, i.e., it is the reciprocal of two squares and is itself
composed of two squares. The excess area of a root-four rectangle,
after a reciprocal has been defined, is composed of a square and a half
or the figure BE. It will be noticed that a root-four rectangle may be
51
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treated either dynamically or statically. It is found in Greek design
used both ways.
.
When used dynamically it is subdivided either by root-five or the
whirling square rectangle.
fA

~

I"

.~~7.!

B

1.5528

II':

Fig·46a

If the reciprocal of a root-five rectangle, i.e., .4472, be applied to a
root-four rectangle the excess area is represented by the difference
between .4472 and 2, or 1.5528. AB, Fig. 46a, is a root-five rectangle
reciproca1. DC is a 1.5528 rectangle. The fraction. 5528 is the reciprocal of a 1.809 rectangle, consequently the area DC is equal to a
square plus a 1.809 shape. The area EC is a root-five rectangle and
BE is equal to .5528 multiplied by two or 1.1°56, i.e., 2 minus .8944,
which is .4472 multiplied by 2.

Fig. 46b

To construct Fig. 46a geometrically, bisect the sides of the rootfour rectangle LN at A and B, as in Fig. 46b. Draw the root-four
diagonals AC, AD, BC, BD. With A and B as centers or half the end
of the root-four rectangle as radius, describe the semicircles LM, KN.
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Where the semicircles cut the diagonals of the root-four rectangle,
draw the perpendiculars 10, PJ. LO, PN are .4472 rectangles.
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.S528

Fig. 47

If the 1.1056 area is divided in the middle and the two 1.809
rectangles defined, the entire area is divided into two squares and
four whirling square rectangles, Fig. 47. The reciprocal of two squares
is .5. Four whirling square rectangles, or .618 multiplied by 4, i.e.,
2.47 2, is .4045. This fraction plus .5 equals .9045, and this again is
the reciprocal of 1.1°56.
- - - - - - - - 1.61'11 - -
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If a whirling square rectangle, i.e., 1.618, be applied to a root-four
rectangle the excess area is .382, Fig. 48. If a 1.618 rectangle be applied from the other end of the shape the two whirling square forms
overlap and the area of the overlap is composed of two whirling
square rectangles, i.e., two .618 shapes or the rectangle 1.236. If the
ratio 1.236 is subtracted from 2 the excess is .764 or .382 multiplied
by 2. The fraction. 764 is the reciprocal of 1.309.
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Fig. 49

Consequently the area of a root-four rectangle may be considered
as composed of two whirling square rectangles plus a 1. 309 area, i.e.,
a square plus two whirling square forms, Fig. 49.

Fig. 50

If a square on an end be applied to a side of a root-four rectangle
the area of the square changes its shape and becomes four squares,
Fig. 50. AC is a square applied to the area of the root-four rectangle
AB. A side of the applied square cuts the diagonal of the whole at the
point F. The area DE is equal to the square AC, and is composed of
four squares.
A root-four rectangle may be regarded as unity multiplied by 2,
and any dynamic arrangement applied to one square is equally appropriate for two squares.

LESSON 10
The Root-Five Rectangle (2.236).
A DIAGONAL to a root-four rectangle becomes the side of a root-five
rectangle on the same unit base.
\
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Fig. 51

AB, Fig. 51, is a root-four rectangle and CD is a diagonal. CE is
made equal to CD. AE is a root-five rectangle. The area DE represents the difference between a root-four and a root-five rectangle, or
.236. The square root of four is 2, and of five is 2.236. The ratio .236
represents a dynamic shape. Because it is less than unity it is the
reciprocal of some ratio greater than unity. When .236 is divided
into unity the ratio 4.236 is disclosed. This ratio or its corresponding
area may be subdivided in many ways. It may be regarded as root-five,
i.e., 2.236, plus 2, or two 1.618 shapes, i.e., 3.236, plus 1; as three
squares plus two whirling square rectangles, i.e., 3 plus 1.236; as
1.80<) plus 2.427, etc. The .236 area occupies an ilnportant position
when whirling square rectangles are comprehended within a square.
When whirling square rectangles are described on the four sides of
a square they all overlap to the extent of a .236 rectangle, Fig. 52.
(For method see Fig. 87, Lesson III.)
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Fig. 52

AB, CD, FE, CD, Fig. 52, are four whirling square rectangles
described on the four sides of a square. They overlap to the extent of
the areas CE and CH. These areas are .236 areas. If we subtract .236
from unity the remainder is ,764, the reciprocal of 1.3°9, or a square
plus two whirling square rectangles. The areas AC and BD, added,
side to side, equal a 1. 309 shape. So also do the areas AE and CI. If
we divide. 764 by 2 the result is .382 or the reciprocal of a 2.618
rectangle. AC, BD, AE and CI are these shapes.
When the square on the end of a root-five rectangle is applied to
that area the excess area is composed of two whirling square rectangles, Fig. 53.
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B

Fig. 53

AB is a root-five rectangle, AC is a square and CD, DB each a .618
or whirling square rectangle. The square root of five is 2.236. With 1
subtracted the remainder is 1.236: this divided by 2 equals .618.
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A square on the end of a root-five rectangle applied to a side of that
shape changes its form and becomes equal to five squares, Fig. 5+

Fig. 54

AB is a root-five rectangle, AC is a square applied on the end. A
side of this square is IC and it cuts a diagonal, as GH, at D. The line
EF is drawn through D parallel to GB. The area EB is equal to the
area AC, and EB is composed of five squares.
If we take the area of the root-five rectangle, as shown in Fig. 54,
with the five squares defined by EB and divide the entire area into its
reciprocals, i.e., into five equal parts as shown in Fig. 55, it will be
noticed that each reciprocal stands with a square applied on its
end.
A

D

G

C
I

E

18

F

Fig. 55

For each reciprocal of the root-five area, as AB, we have the square
CB and the excess area CD. Because a reciprocal of a rectangle is a
similar shape to the whole AB is a root-five rectangle and the line EB
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is one-fifth of the line EF or .447 2 (2.236 divided by 5 equals '44T~).
The line CE equals .4472.
The line AE equals 1; AC therefore is equal to 1 minus CE or 1
minus .4472, i.e., AC equals. 5528. EF equals 2.236 and. 5528 divided
into this ratio equals 4.045. If we divide the ratio 4.045 by five we
obtain the reciprocal ratio .8°9, This fraction is the reciprocal of
1.236, or .618 multiplied by 2, i.e., the area CD is equal to two whirl·
ing square rectangles and the area AG is composed of ten such shapes.
• Diagrams are repeated when necessary to concur with the text.

LESSON 11
The Spiral and Other Curves of Dynamic Symmetry.
IT will be necessary for students of dynamic symmetry to construct
geometrically the logarithmic or constant angle spiral. As was mentioned in the chapter on Phyllotaxis, this curve appears to be the
growth curve in plants. Inasmuch as the middle one of any three
radii vectors, equiangular distance apart, is a mean proportional
between the other two, we are able to draw this mathematical curve
with ease and accuracy.
The first geometrical discovery made by the Greeks, in fact the
first general law discovered by man, of which there is record, was that
the angle in a semicircle is a right angle. Fig. 56 makes this clear.

Fig. 56

ABC is a semicircle and AC is a diameter. BAC is a right angle.
So also are DAC, EAC, FAC, GAC and so on.
Another great discovery, made later, was that a line dropped from
the juncture of the two legs of a right-angled triangle to meet the
hypotenuse, was a mean proportional between the two segments of
the hypotenuse as cut by this dropped line.
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Fig. 57

BAC, Fig. 57, is a right-angled triangle and BD is a mean proportional between AD and DC. By the principle inherent in Fig. 56,
the line AC of Fig. 57 is a diameter to a circle and the points A, B
and C lie on the circumference of half of this circle.
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Fig. 58b

Suppose A, B, C and D, Fig. 58a and b, are points on the curve of
a logarithmic or constant angle spiral and OA, OB, OC, OD are
radii vectors equiangular distance apart. By definition OC is a mean
proportional between OB and OD. Or OB is a mean between OA
and OC. But suppose we wish to find points on the curve other than
A, B, C and D; say between C and D. In that case we must find a
mean proportional between OC and OD. This is done by bisecting
the angle DOC. A line is drawn equal in length to OD plus OC,
Fig. 59.
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Fig. 59

This line is bisected at E, Fig. 59. Then CE is equal to ED. With
radius equal to CE or ED describe the semicircle CFD and, perpendicular to CD, draw the line OF. This line OF is a mean proportional between OC, OD, and F, Fig. 58a, is a point on the curve.
To find other points on the curve bisect angles like FOD or FOC,
then add together the lines FOD or FOC, bisect them as described in
Fig. 59, construct on these added lines as diameters a semicircle and
draw the required mean proportional line as described. By this process any number of points may be found on the spiral curve.
In geometry a mean proportional line is equivalent to a square
root. By definition a mean proportional line is the side of a square
equal in area to the rectangle contained by the two extreme lines. If
we construct a square on the line OC of 58a, this square is equal in
area to the rectangle made by OB as end and OD as side. That is, the
line OC is the square root of OD, OB.
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The simple geometrical proof that the square EC is equal in area
to the rectangle 01 is obtained by completing the rectangle of which
GF is a diagonal, Fig. 60. The triangle HGF is similar and equal to
GIF. ODF is similar and equal to OCF, GEO is similar and equal to
GBO. Consequently the area EC must be equal to the area BD.
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Fig. 58b

In Fig. 58b we have a rectangle with a diagonal to the rectangle
and a diagonal to the reciprocal; they cut each other at right angles
at O. Because of this OA, OC, OB, OD, are points on the curve of a
logarithmic or equiangular spiral. OC is a mean proportional between OA and OB, and OB bears the same relationship to OC and

ODe
We find other points on this curve by the process described above.
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By definition the lines OA, OC, OB and OD, Fig. 58b, are in continued proportion. That is, OA is to OC as OC is to OB and OC is to
OB as OB is to OD, and OC, OB are two mean proportionals between OA and OD. In other words, these lines furnish us with a
graph of the simple rule of three. If we substitute numbers for these
lines their relationship will be more obvious.
Suppose we give OA, Fig. 58b, the value of two and OC four; then
OB must be eight and OD sixteen. Four and eight are means and
two and sixteen are extremes. In four terms in continued proportion
the product of the means is equal to the product of the extremes.
Four multiplied by eight equals thirty-two; so does two multiplied
by sixteen. OA, OC and OB are three terms in continued proportion.
According to the numerical value given to these lines OC multiplied
by itself or squared is equal to OB multiplied by OA. Four times
four equals sixteen and twice eight equals sixteen.
But we may draw a logarithmic spiral within a rectangle:

Fig. 61

In Fig. 61, 0 is the pole of a logarithmic spiral determined by the
line BA crossing CD at right angles. Through this pole we may draw
the lines EG and FH. H, G, F, E, N, P, Q, etc., are points on a logarithmic spiral curve contained in the rectangle CD and other points
on this curve may be found as described above.
It is suggested that the student draw and redraw these sinlple diagrams until he thoroughly understands the principles involved, as
he will find they will prove of great help to him in future work.
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During the entire period of Greek classic design the construction
of the spiral curve seems to have been a matter of constant experiment. A conlparative study of the Ionic volute makes this fact clear.
Fig. 62 shows the construction of volutes of different kinds by straight
lines.

Fig. 62.

Spiral and other curves

Having a satisfactory volute arrangement in straight lines the construction of the curve is a very simple matter; it may be made free
hand, by circle arcs of varying radii or by geometric construction as
previously described. Of course the actual Ionic volute was in a
rectangle which was SOlile logical division of the rectangle that contained the entire column and this again was a logical part of the
shape which contained the entire building.

LESSON 12
General Constructions for Similarity of Figure.
average modem artist knows that rectangular shapes are enlarged or reduced by a diagonal. If the painter or designer desires to
make a shape similar to the shape of his canvas, or to any other rectangular area he may be using, he draws a diagonal. Any rectangular
figure with a diagonal common to the diagonal of the whole is similar. Fig. 63 shows this.
THE

,..-.-----8

Fig. 63

AB is a diagonal to any rectangular area. The areas AC, AD, AE,
AF are similar figures to the whole, because their diagonals are common to the shape AB. The nlodern artist also knows that similar
figures to the whole may be constructed as in Fig. 64This property of the diagonal is used extensively in the arts,
particularly the reproductive arts, to enlarge or reduce drawings.
This knowledge proves its value every day in the arts, but it is insufficient. There are many cases wherein similarity is not only desirable but necessary, and for such the method described does not
apply. Figs. 63 and 64 show similar shapes either centered in the
65
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parent form or moving up or down on either one of the two diagonals.

But suppose a similar figure is desired which can be moved up or
down on a medial line and, therefore, must be unsymmetrical with
the top and bottom line of the enclosing space. Fig. 65, a, band c,
shows how this may be accomplished.
e

8

AL-----.J;::O---

Fig. 6Sd

Fig.6Sb

Fig. 6sc

Suppose it is desired to construct a similar figure to the whole upon
the line EF in the rectangle AB of Fig. 65a. CD is a nledialline. From
the corners GB of Fig. 65b draw the lines GI and BI, passing through
the points E and F. Also draw the lines AI, HI and complete the
rectangle. Fig. 65c furnishes the proof that the rectangle EF is a
similar shape to the whole constructed on a medial line. The lines
GI, BI, AI and HI of b are diagonals to areas which exhaust the area
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AB. These diagonals are also common to diagonals of areas which
exhaust the area EF of c.
Suppose, for example, it is desired to construct a similar figure to
the whole from any points in a given rectangle. Fig 66 shows the
process.
&

A

~~~

~~

We shall assume that the line upon which the similar figure is to
be constructed is AB of Fig. 66a. Draw the lines GE, BE, as in b,
passing through the points C and D; also the lines AE, FE. Complete
the rectangle. The area CH is a similar shape to the figure AB for the
same reasons given for Fig. 65.
The constructions for the definition of similar figures, of course,
apply to any rectangle. It is advisable, however, to use only the rectangles of dynamic symmetry, because of their measurable properties.
Unless rectangles are used which possess this dynamic property of
modulation and measurableness it will be impossible to give design
the vital qualities of life and growth. Design created within rectangles which do not possess this function of commensurable area
are always flat and dead.
Using dynamic rectangles we may construct within them either a
similar figure to the whole in any position, where sides and ends are
parallel to those of the parent figure, or a figure which is similar to
any dynamic subdivision of that area. Assume, for example, that it
is required to draw a square in some place, within the major square of
a whirling square rectangle. In that case the asymmetric diagonals
will appear as in Fig. 67.
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Fig. 67

AB is a whirling square rectangle and CB is its major square. EF
is a square in some position within the area of the major square.
Again, it is better to select a point, as G, which is a dynamic point,
or a line, as EH, which is a dynamic line. The arrangement of Fig. 67
applies to any dynamic area other than the square and the points for
these areas may be either on the side or end of the parent rectangle.
Fig. 68 will make this clear.

Fig. 68

AB is a dynamic rectangle and C is a dynamic point of subdivision
on one end. EF is a dynamic rectangle similar to the area eG.
Any dynamic subdivision of a dynamic rectangle is like a seed
endowed with the eternal principle of growth. It possesses the prop·
erty of expanding or dividing until it includes the entire dynamic
system. Like an osier twig planted in congenial soil which soon de·
ve10ps into a beautiful tree, dynamic shapes have in them the life
impulse which causes design to grow.

PART II
COMPOUND RECTANGLES

LESSON I
The Complement.

IN the first part of these lessons the reciprocal of a shape was explained in some detail. There is, however, another important element
which has not been mentioned. This is the complement of a shape.
We may compare a form complement to a color complement.
If we select any color, the complement of it is that quantity of
color necessary to balance or neutralize it. For example: if a blue
be selected its complement will be an orange; if a green, then a
pinkish crimson; if a yellow, then a violet, etc. We may reverse the
process and select orange, crimson or violet. Then the complements
will be blue, green and yellow. This complement balance is we]]
understood by color authorities. It is not so well known, however,
that if the selected color is debased with light or dark, the complement must also be debased in reverse order.
For example: if we debase a blue with light, its complement,
orange, must also be debased with dark in due proportion. The exact
percentage of debasement is beautifully illustrated by a simple experiment in photography. If we wish to determine the exact complement, say, of a blue debased with light, this color is photographed on
a color plate, preferably a Lumiere plate. After the exposure this
plate is then developed as a negative. Ordinarily it is developed as a
positive and used as a transparency.
This negative color plate will show the exact complement of the
blue color which was debased with light, i.e., it will appear as an
orange, properly debased with dark to make the precise complementary balance for the blue. In other words, a negative is a complement. Students are all familar with an ordinary black and white
negative. Artists of course make necessary complementary mixtures
in pigment by eye. The student, however, must train his eye, and for
this purpose I know of nothing better than a number of color plate
negatives wherein the original color has been debased by light or
71
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This complement arrangement applies to any rectangular area.
In Fig. 70, the area CD is the complement of AB, and EF is similar
and equal to GE, while CE and EB are similar figures of unequal
area.

cft"'""-------,---.

Fig. 70

The point for us to bear in mind is that there is an intimate relation between areas and their complements, and whatever arrangement is made in one necessitates a complementary or reverse action
in the other.
A division in a 1.809 rectangle, for example, automatically produces a reverse arrangement in a root-five rectangle.
In painting, if we wish to secure force and emphasis, whatever we
do with a color we also do in reverse order to its complement. It
will be impossible for the artist to be master of his means of expression unless he understands the nature of this automatic action.
His feeling and sense of fitness will help him to overcome many difficulties, but he will not come into his full heritage until he comprehends what he is doing.
The photographic color plate shows us that, if we add or subtract
a color element to or from another color, we must subtract or add
the complement of such addition or subtraction to or from the complement of the original color.
We apply the same idea to areas.
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Fig. 72b

Let AB1Fig. 72d1 be a root-five and AC a 1.809 rectangle. DB is a
diagonal to the major square. AC is a diagonal to the 1.809 and AB a
diagonal to the root-five rectangle. F is an intersection of AC and
DB. Through F draw CE and HI. What are the areas AE1 LE1 HE,
GI 1 CN and JI?
It is clear that CI and HE of b are equal and similar figures 1 and
that DF and FB are squares of unequal area.
In d 1 DF is a square1 while AF is a similar figure to AC because
they have the same diagonal. AC therefore must be equal to a square
plus a .5528 area, that is, AC must be a 1.5528 rectangle. Or we
might say a square plus a square and an .809 rectangle. We now need
the actual numerical length of DC. DA we know is .55281 while DC
is 1. To obtain the length DC we nlust multiply DA1 or .55281 by
the reciprocal of 1.5528. This is .644, We thus obtain .356 for the
length DC, while GC is 1 minus. 356, that is .644,
We may obtain this result in another way. The area DI of a is equal
to the square DF plus the 1.809 area GI, i.e' 1 DI is a 2.809 rectangle.
The reciprocal for a 2.809 area is .356 or the length DH or DC.
We know that the length AO is .44721 because AB is a root-five
rectangle. The area AE1.356 by .4472, is found by dividing the lesser
into the greater number. The result of this division is 1.2562, or .80<)
plus .44721 a compound of part of the complement and the root-five
area. The area AM is this root-five area while LE is the .809 figure.
IN and AE are similar shapes, each composed of two whirling square
rectangles.
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1£ the artist has not a clear conception of what he intends to do, his
acts will lack force and distinction no matter how strong his intuition
may be.
In practice the artist's greatest dependence will rest upon his use
of diagonal lines.
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Fig. 74

AB of Fig. 74 is a square; DC is a root-five and AC a 1.809 rectangle. AE is a square, consequently EF must be an .80<} shape. EF
is a diagonal to this area. Produced from E to G the area EG becomes an .809 shape and EB is a square. GC is a 1.80<} rectangle applied to the root-five area DC. DH is the difference between 2.236
and .809, or .427. If the .427 area DH is applied to the other end of
the root-five shape, the area in the middle will be a 1. 382 figure.
This simple operation divides the root-five area into terms of its
complement in a very suggestive manner. This process applies to
any rectangle and its complement where the latter is greater than
one-half the major square.
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The process for doing this is very simple.

Fig. 76

Let AB, Fig. 76, be a rectangle, say, 1.4472-a square plus a rootfive shape. Suppose we wish to apply to a side of this selected shape
a 2.4472 area. Apply a square on an end, and let AC be its diagonal.
ED is a diagonal to the major area, and the two diagonals cut each
other at F. Through F draw CH, parallel to AE or DB. AH is a
2..4472 rectangle. So also is CC.
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If the line HG, Fig. 78, represents unity or 1. and GE 1.618 then
CG equals ,7236. The student is advised to construct this shape with
a metric scale and study closely the subdivided area. The reciprocal
of the square root of five is .4472. The line GE being the side of a
whirling square rectangle, is numerically expressed as 1.618. This
number multiplied by the reciprocal of the square root of five, that
is, .4472, gives us the numerical value of the line CG, or ,7236. This
fraction .7236 divided into 1.618 equals 2'~36, or the square root
of five. The area CE, therefore, is a root-five rectangle.
If, through the eyes AB of the whirling square rectangle eE, Fig.
79, the line FD is drawn parallel to the ends of the rectangle, it determines the area CD. This area is that of a root-five rectangle and
is composed of the square GA and the two whirling square rectangles CA and HB. The student should remember that we are
dealing with similarity of shapes of areas and not sizes.

Fig. 79

Fig. 80

Arithmetical analysis:
If the line CH of Fig. 79, is unity or 1. and the line HE is 1.618,
and the area CD is a root-five rectangle, then the line HD is represented by .4472. HD or .4472 divided into CH or 1. equals 2.236
or the square root of five.
Obviously, from the above construction, we may draw lines
through the eyes A, B, C and D, as in Fig. 80, and divide the area of
the whirling square rectangle EF into four overlapping root-five
rectangles, MF, EP, EG and KF; AJ, ID, OA and BP are squares,
and EA, HA, HC, 01, BL, DF, KP and BF are whirling square rectangles.
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If the line EF is drawn through the eyes A, B of the whirling square
rectangle CD, Fig. 82, it defines the root-five rectangle CF. The line
CE equals .4472, and the line EH e~uals 1.618 minus .4472 or 1.1708.
This ratio divided into unity or 1. produces its reciprocal .854, The
area ED, represented by the ratio 1.1708 or its reciprocal .854, is
composed of the root-five rectangle GH plus the 1.382 area EG. If a
1.17°8 were used for the purposes of design, one way of subdividing
that area would be as described.
Summing up this lesson the following ratios appear other than
those of the root-five and the whirling square rectangles:

Ratios

Reciprocals

1.3 82
2.618
1.118
1.3°9
1.1708

.7 2 36
.382
.8944
.7 64
.854

The ratios 1.118 and 1. 309 appear indirectly through their reciprocals, .8944 and .764. The ratio 1.118 may be found by dividing the
square root of five, 2.236, by 2. The 1.309 shape will be recognized
as a square plus two whirling square rectangles.. 618 divided by 2
equals .309. The fraction .309 is the reciprocal of 3.236 or 1.618
multiplied by 2.

Lesson III

Fig. 83C1

Fig. 83b

leaves .691. This fraction is the reciprocal of 1.4472. The area HE,
therefore, is composed of a square plus a root-five rectangle, and the
line HE is a diagonal. The angle at H is similar to the angle at E,
therefore the area LK is also composed of a square plus a root-five
rectangle.
How to draw a square plus a root-five rectangle:
r--------r------.O

f

1-----H-----:::o1D

A

B

c

Draw a square as AB, Fig. 84d, and bisect its area by the line FD.
Draw AD (this being the diagonal to two squares) and with the point
D as center describe the semicircle BEC. The circle arc cuts the line
AD at E. Through E draw the line GH. The area HB is a root-five
rectangle.
In Fig. 84b, BC is equal to HC of d. The -area AD is a square plus
a root-five rectangle. The ratio 1.4472 divided by 2 equals the reciprocal ratio ,7236. This is the reciprocal of 1.382.
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A whirling square rectangle is applied to a square by the following
&
method, Fig. 87.
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Fig. 87

Draw a square, as AB, Fig. 87, and bisect the area by the line CD.
Draw AD and make ED equal to CD. Make AF equal to AE and
draw the line FH. The area AH is a whirling square rectangle.
AC = 1. CH = .618 and HB = .382.
When diagonals to the whole and diagonals to the reciprocals are
drawn to a whirling square rectangle comprehended within a square,
a small square is defined whose center coincides with the center of
the major square, Fig. 88.
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Fig. 88b

If the sides of this square are produced to the sides of the major
square as shown by the lines AB, DC, CH and EF, Fig. 88b, the area
of the major square is subdivided into a nest of whirling square rectangles, as JH, EK, AI, JD, EA, DF, CH, CB, EL, MF, etc. JI
equals 1. JB .382 and CI . 382; these multiplied by 2 equal. 764. The
line BC is the difference between .764 and 1. or .236. BA equals 1.
Unity divided by .236 equals 4.236; BD is a 4.236 rectangle; that is,
it is a shape composed of a root-five rectangle, 2.236, plus two squares;
or two whirling square rectangles, 1.618, multiplied by 2 plus one
square, 3.236 plus 1. CF is a similar area.

LESSON IV
Compound Rectangles Within a Square.
A ROOT-FIVE rectangle is drawn within the area of a square as shown
in Fig. 84 of the last lesson. When this root-five area is placed within
a square it becomes necessary to define the nature of the area of the
square in excess of the root-five shape.
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AB, Fig. 90, is a square and CB is a root-five rectangle. This shape
is composed of the square DE and the two whirling square rectangles
DB. If the side of the square DE, as HD, is produced to F, the area
FE is also a root-five rectangle. When the root-five area CB or FE
is applied to a square the excess area is GC or GH. Because the area
DE is a square and its sides HE, EC are common to the sides of the
major square EB, EA, the diagonal DE is common to the diagonal
of the major square GE; consequently GD is a square. And the area
GC or GH is composed of the square GD plus the shape FC or DB.
But the areas DB or FC are each composed of two whirling square
rectangles. GC or GH, therefore, is composed of a square plus two
whirling square rectangles. But a root-five rectangle is composed of a
square plus two whirling square rectangles.
89
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Fig. 92

In this diagram a regular pentagon is inscribed in a circle (see last
lesson). The point A is the center of the circle. The line AD equals
1., the line AE equals .8°9, The area AB, therefore, is an .80<) rectangle. CD is a square and CB is a 1.809 rectangle.
.809 divided into unity equals 1.236. It is therefore the reciprocal
of 1.236 or .618 multiplied by two. A mathematician would describe
a .618 rectangle as root-five minus one divided by two. Root 5 -

1

2

i.e., 2.236 - 1. equalling 1.236 and this divided by two producing
.618. Fig. 93 shows the .809 and 1.236 shapes.
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Fig. 93a

Fig. 93b

The mathematician would describe a 1.618 rectangle as root-five
plus one divided by two, root 5

+

1, i.e., 2.236 plus

2

and this divided by two producing 1.618.

1

being 3. 236
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AB in Fig. 95 is a 1.191 rectangle and AC is an applied square. AC
equals 1 and CF equals .191. DB is an applied square to the other
end of the rectangle. It overlaps the first square to the extent of .the
area DC. This overlap is equal to the square AC minus the area ED
or .191. The fraction .191 subtracted from 1, or AC, equals .809. The
area DC consequently is an .809 area and is composed of two whirling square rectangles, DH and CC. If the line CH is produced to I
and J, the areas ED and CF are bisected and EC, CA, CJ and HF are
.382 rectangles.
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each double whirling square rectangles. GN, MQ are each root-five
rectangles. EN is a 1.809 area, as is also MB. ES, TB are each double
whirling square rectangles or each is equal to a root-five rectangle
plus a square. SL is equal to IN and MT or SN is a whirling square
area. SQ, GT are each root-five rectangles. AM and NY are each
composed of two squares.
Apply to a square a whirling square rectangle, as AC in AB, Fig.
98, and through an intersection of a diagonal of a reciprocal and a
diagonal of a whole, as D, draw the line EF. The area EC will be a
root-five rectangle. HG will be . 382, GE .4472 and EA .1708. HG
and GE added equal .8292 (more correctly .82918) ..8292 is the
reciprocal of 1.206. ED measures .2764 and this multiplied by 3
equals .8292. The area HD, therefore, is composed of three squares.
DF measures .7236; FB .8292. DB is a 1.146 rectangle, or .382 multiplied by 3- HI measures .2764 by .382. The lesser into the greater
supplies a 1.382 rectangle. AJ, .2764 by 1, is a 3-618 rectangle. AF,
.1708 by 1, is a 5.8541 shape. KF, .1708 by '7236, is a 4.236 rectangle,
or a root-five rectangle plus two squares. Its reciprocal is .236. KB,
.7236 by 1, is a 1.382 shape. KC, .618 by '7236, is a 1.1708 shape and
its reciprocal is .8541. IB, .382 by '7236, is a 1.8944 area, or a square
plus two root-five areas.
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In the square AB, Fig. 101, apply the whirling square, rectangle
AC and through the intersection of its diagonals with diagonals of
its reciprocals, as H, I, draw the lines DE and FG.
The area DG or EF is a root-five rectangle and HG is its square.
HF is composed of the two whirling square areas 01 and OF.
EG measures .4472 and AE and GL each .2764. AD and FL are
each 3.618 areas. AJ, KL are root-five rectangles and MJ, KB are each
1.382 areas. JB and MK are each 1.8944 areas, i.e., are composed of
a square plus two root-five shapes. MH, IB are each composed of two
squares. NG, EC are each 1.17082 areas.
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A 1. 382 rectangle is constructed geometrically by first applying to
a square a whirling square rectangle, as AC in AB, Fig. 103..618
subtracted from unity or a square leaves a . 38'2. area, CD. The area
BE is equal to CD and AF is a 1. 382 rectangle.
If a 1. 382 rectangle be divided by 2, as in Fig. 104, the result is
two .691 reciprocal ratios or two squares and two root-five rectangles.

Fig.

104

AB is a 1.382 area; AC, CF two .691 areas, AE two squares and
DB two root-five rectangles. AG is a 2.191 area and FG an .80<)
shape. AD measures .691 because it is equal to the length CB. If
DE is continued to H the area BH is defined. This area will measure
.309 by .809 and the resulting ratio will be 2.618. FG is an .80<) area
and FH measures .691 by .809, the ratio being either 1.17°82 or
.8541, depending on whether we divide .809 by .691 minus, or the
reverse.
We may obtain this result in another way. The area FG may be
regarded as an .809 or a 1.236 rectangle, each being composed of two
whirling square rectangles. If we subtract the area EG from FG
we must use the reciprocal of 2.618, i.e., 382. When. 382 is subtracted
from 1.236 we have left .854,

LESSON VII
The Gnomon.
becoming nlore or less familiar with the simple bases of dynamic symmetry and, possibly, using them synthetically in design,
occasions will frequently arise wherein the student will find it necessary to use an analytical method to deternline the nature of unknown areas. There is a vast difference between synthesis and analysis.
In the former, given a reasonable equipment for a journey, we advance freely in the direction of our goal. In the latter the objective
is unknown and the finding of a solution to a puzzle or the picking
up of a cold trail are matters which may tax ingenuity to its utmost.
It is in analysis that the great value of simple arithmetic is provenwithout its assistance the task of unraveling a design plan would be
practically impossible. The function of arithmetic in this connection
is twofold; it straightens out entanglements and furnishes positive
proof of correctness of results.
Mathematicians have frequently asked the writer why he doesn't
use algebraic symbols. The answer is simple; symmetry is immediately
connected with design and design depends to a great extent on similarity of figure; i.e., figures of the same shape but not necessarily of
the same size; or figures of different shapes but belonging to a specific
sequence of theme.
If we used algebraic symbols for the units of dynamic symnletry we
should have too great a confusion of values within a specific design
example. Moreover, the average designer or the average layman is not
sufficiently familiar with the processes of either algebra or geometry
and to use mathematical formulae would result in placing design
knowledge beyond the reach of those most interested in the subject.
When we are confronted with the problem of determining the
nature of unknown areas we may have recourse to several methods
of analysis. If we have used a dynamic base for the development of a
AFTER
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It is that figure which, added to a figure, increases the size of the latter but maintains its original shape. The figure DG is similar to the
figure DC. The area AG is equal to the area BF, and these two shapes
are known as complements. The area GC is similar to the area DG.
The simple geometric proof that AG is equal in area to BF is shown
in Fig. 108.

Fig.

108

AB is a rectangle composed of the two right angled triangles ACD
and CBD. They are equal in area because each represents half of
the rectangle AB. CE and ED are similar figures to the whole; because they are composed of similar and equal triangles they may be
cancelled. The area AE must equal the area EB because ACD is
similar and equal to CBD.
Some have called this the theorem of the gnomon. The word
gnomon also means "that by which something is known." Later, in
classic Greek days, the name gnomon was given to· the upright
shadow caster of a sun-dial. We may continue the analysis.
We have decided that Fig. 107 is a 1.3°9 rectangle and AB is an
applied square on the end. BC is the excess area. The line EG fixes the
area EB, a similar figure to the whole, within the square AB. But
the area EB is the reciprocal of the area of the whole. (Reference
to Lesson 5, Part I, wherein the different methods for determining
reciprocals are explained, will make this point clear.) If the area EB
is revolved until it is at right angles to its present position and the
line GB coincides with the line AH, the diagonal DG will cut the

LESSON VIII
Ratios Most Frequently Used, Their Reciprocals and
Simple Divisions.
THE following are some of the dynamic ratios which are most frequently found not only in nature but in Greek design: (See Figs.
110andlll).
Ratio
1.118
1.19 1
1. 2 36
1.309
1.3 82
1.447 2
1.618
1.809
1. 8 54
2.23 6

% Ratio

Reciprocal
.8944
.8396
.809
.7 64
.7 2 36
.69 1
.618
.55 28
·5393
.447 2

·559
·5955
.618
.6545
.69 1
.7 2 36
.809
·9045
.9 27
1.118

% Reciprocal
.447 2
.4 198
.4045
.3 82
.3 618
·3455
.309
.2764
.2696
.2236

The 1.118 ratio represents one-half of a root-five area, 2.236 divided by 2. It may be remembered as two root-five rectangles, one on
top of the other. .8944, its reciprocal, i.e., 1.118 divided into 1, equals
two root-five rectangles standing side by side.. 559, being one-fourth
of root-five and one-half of 1.118, is equal to four root-five rectangles
placed on top of one another. It is the reciprocal of 1.7888, or .4472multiplied by 4- .4472, one-half of .8944, is equal to one fifth of rootfive, i.e., it is the reciprocal shape of that area.
The ratio 1.191 may be identified by its relation to 1. 382 and .8°9,
The fraction .191 is equal to .382 divided by 2. If .382 is subtracted
from 1.191 the remainder is .809, If .191 be added to 1.191 the result
1°5
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LESSON IX
Ratios Most Frequently Used, Their Reciprocals and
Simple Divisions.
Ratio

2·309
2.447 2
2.47 2
2.618
2.764
2. 809
2.8944
3. 236
3.4 27
3.618

~

Reciprocal

·433
.408
.4045
.3 82
.3 618
·3559
·3455
·309
.29 18
.2764

Ratio

~

Reciprocal

1.1545
1.2236
1. 2 36
1.309
1.3 82
1·4°45
1.4472
1.618
1.7 135

.216
.204
.2.02.
.19 1

1.80<)

.13 82

.180<)

.1779
.172.7
.1545
.146

THE ratio 2.309 will be recognizable as 1.309 plus a square; or .30<)
plus two squares. The fraction. 309 is identified as half of .618. In
diagram form this fraction is simply one whirling square rectangle
over another, end to end, as in Fig. 112.
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If this ratio is divided by two the result is represented diagrammatically by one square plus four whirling square rectangles standing end to end on top of each other, and the new ratio is 1.1545.
The .1545 part is shown in Fig. 113.
If these four shapes were placed on top of each other, side to side,
as is shown in Fig. 114, they would be represented by the reciprocal
ratio .4°45, i.e., one-fourth of 1.618.
Of course the 2.3°9 area may be divided in many other ways, but
the one described is the direct or simple subdivision.
It will prove instructive to the student to work out the following
subdivisions of the 2. 309 shape:
.3 82

plus

.5°0
.618
.764
.691
.809
.882
.927
.8944
1.118
1. 2 36
1.38 2

"

cc

1.927
1.809
1. 691
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1.4146
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cc
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u
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cc
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cc

"
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"
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cc
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cc
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"
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etc., etc.
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of Dynamic Symmetry

The ratio 2.4472, i.e., two squares plus the root-five reciprocal
.4472, may be subdivided by any dynamic combination which equals
two; the .4472 area will take care of itself in such combinations. In its
simplest form it is composed of a square plus a square and a root-five
area, i.e., 1 plus 1.4472. We may have combinations like the following:

.1382
.8944
1.309
1.618
1.7236
1.8944
2. 06 52
2.1708

plus
"
44
44
44

"
44
44

2.3°9
1. 5528
1.13 82
82 92
.7236
.55 28
.3 82
.2764
•

equals
"
44

44

44

44

U

H

44

44

44

44

etc., etc.

The ratio 2.472 occurs frequently in Greek design. It is easily recognizable as .618 multiplied by four, or 1.236 multiplied by 2. Other
combinations are:

1. 382
1.545
1.618
1.708
1.9 27
2.045
2.23 6

plus
44

44
44
44
44

44

r.090
.9 27
.854
.764
·545
.4 27
.236

equals
H

"
44

"
U

H

etc., etc.

The most natural subdivision of the 2.618 area is that of a square
plus a whirling square rectangle. Other arrangements or composing
elements of this shape are: (p. 114)
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1.309
1. 382
1.427
1.4472
1.472
1.5 28
1. 69 1
1.72 36
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1. 8 54
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"
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.146 "
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"
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e t c., et c.

The 2.618 ratio is one of the most engaging of the dynamic series.

It is, apparently, closely connected with the leaf distribution phenomena. Also, it is the square of 1.618, i.e., this latter ra tio m ultiplied
by itself equals 2.618.
The 2.764 area will readily be recognized if divided by 2. This
operation cuts it into two 1. 382 shapes. Some of its composing units
are:
1.3 82
1.472
1.5 28
1.69 1
1.764
1. 809
1.854
2.000
2.23 6
2·3°9
2.47 2
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Frequently it is necessary to construct odd compound rectangles
within a square, especially so when turning corners. The simplest
and most direct method for this purpose is that of constructing the
required figure, minus a square, outside a square, and then drawing
a diagonal to the entire area. For example, if it is required to fix a
2. 309 rectangle within a square the process is to draw a 1. 309 shape
outside a square as in Fig. 117.

Fig. 117

AB is a square and BC a 1. 309 rectangle. DC is a diagonal to a
2.3°9 area; i.e., 1.3°9 plus 1. This diagonal cuts a side of the square AB
at E. Draw FE parallel to DB. The area DE is a 2.3°9 rectangle
within the square AB, i.e., DE is the reciprocal of DC.
The nature of the area AE is found when we fix the numerical
value of the line FD. This is .433 or the reciprocal of 2.309. The line
AD equals 1, FD .433 and AF the difference between .433 and unity
or .567; this is a reciprocal ratio, being that of 1.764. The fraction
.764 is the reciprocal of 1.3°9. Therefore the area AE is equal to a
square, HG, and a 1. 309 rectangle, AH.
AJ is a 2.3°9 area, being the reciprocal of DC. If the square DH
is subtracted from AJ then AH equals 1.3°9. JG is a similar figure
to AE and JE is similar to AH.
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We frequently find in Greek design curious compound figures
such as 1.691. This ratio, for example, is cOlnposed of a square plus a
square and a root-five rectangle, .691 being the reciprocal of 1.4472.
If we had a plan wherein .691 areas were arranged along the bounding
lines of a dynamic area as in Fig. 118, AB might be such a rectangle,
DC and EF .691 rectangles.
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AC and AG are diagonals to 1.691 rectangles, AH and AI are 1.691
areas within the square AE, and DJ, KI are .691 shapes. AJ, JE are
squares. AL is composed of two 1.691 areas or 3.382. If we draw a line
from A to L it cuts DE at M. The area AM is a 3- 382 rectangle and
the reciprocal of AL.
If we wish to determine a 2.4472 area inside a square we construct
a 1.4472 area outside the square and draw a diagonal to the whole.
Angle square

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Area outside

1.618
.691
.7236
.7 64
.809
1.809
2. 809
1.191
2.191

Resulting ratios

2.618
1.691
1.7236
1.764
1.809
2.809
3- 8°9
2.19 1
3.191

etc., etc.

WHAT INSTRUMENTS TO USE AND
HOW TO USE THEM
The implements necessary for a careful study of the shapes of
dynamic symmetry are: a scale divided into millimeters, or a footrule divided into tenths, a snlall drawing board, one that is perfectly true, aT-square, a compass, and a lead pencil.
The student is advised, whenever possible, to construct the rectangles both geometrically and arithmetically. The diagrams of
the lessons show how the geometrical constructions are made. For
the arithmetical constructions the scale is used.
The first step is the establishment of a right angle with the Tsquare. Measure off on one of the lines 100 millimeters or 10 centimeters, or whatever is the unit of measurement which has been
selected, and call this unity; if a whirling square rectangle is desired
measure off on the other line 161.8 millimeters or 16.18 centimeters.
If 100 millimeters or 10 centimeters is assumed to be unity, or the
short side of the rectangle, then the reading is 1. or unity plus .618
parts of unity or 1.618, for the long side. A little practice will enable
the student to construct any rectangle from its ratio with great
rapidity.
A 1.809 rectangle is simply one part in one direction and 1.809
parts in the other, the shapes being completed with the T-square
from the two measurements. A root-five rectangle is one part one
way and 2.236 the other; a 1.309 shape, one part one way and 1.309
the other.
Reciprocal ratios are always less than unity, a reciprocal being obtained by dividing the ratio into unity. The reciprocal of root-five
is .4472. To draw this by scale mark off one part one way and .4472
the other, that is, unity is now the long side of the rectangle and
118
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.4472 the short side. The reciprocal of a whirling square rectangle
is .618; measure off one part one way and .618 the other. The reciprocal of a 1.309 shape is a very small amount less than .764; scale off
one part one way and .764 the other. The reciprocal of a 1.809 shape
is a little less than. 528; scale off one part one way and. 528 the other.
Having a ratio the construction is always simple. To obtain a ratio
measure the greatest height and the greatest width, whatever the
object may be, and divide the lesser into the greater. Dividing the
greater into the lesser has the same effect as dividing a ratio into unity
to obtain a reciprocal. For example, if an object being examined
measures 320 one way and 4188 the other, the greater measurement
being divided into the lesser, the answer is .764. If the lesser is divided into the greater it is 1. 309; if the ratio 1. 309 is divided into
unity the answer is .764. In either case the result is a 1. 309 rectangle,
the question being one of relationship.
To find the length of an area, the desired width having been selected, multiply the ratio by the width. For example, if the selected
width is 3 feet, or 3 decimeters, and the ratio desired is a root-five
rectangle, the length will be 6.708 or 2.236 multiplied by 3- Inversely
6,7°8 divided by 3 equals 2.236.

DEFINITIONS *
BOOK

1.

A point has position, but it has no magnitude.
A line has position, and it has length, but neither breadth nor thickness.
A straight line is a line which lies evenly with the points on itself.
A curved line, or a curve, is a line of which no part is straight.
A surface (or superfices) has position, and it has length and breadth,
but not thickness.
A plane surface is a surface which lies evenly with the straight lines on
itself.
When two straight lines are drawn from the same point, they are said
to contain a plane angle. The straight lines are called the arms of the angle,
and the point is called the vertex.
The bisector of an angle is the straight line that divides it into two
equal angles.
When a straight line stands on another straight line, and makes the
adjacent angles equal to each other, each of the angles is called a right
angle; and the straight line which stands on the other is called a perpendicular to it.
An obtuse angle is one which is greater than a right angle.
An acute angle is one which is less than a right angle.
When two straight lines intersect each other, the opposite angles are
called vertically opposite angles.
Parallel straight lines are such as are in the same plane, and being produced ever so far both ways do not meet.
A pgure is that which is inclosed by one or more boundaries; and a
plane pgure is one bounded by a line or lines drawn upon a plane.
The space contained within the boundary of a plane figure is called its
surface; and its surface in reference to that of another figure, with which
it is compared, is called its area.
• Selected from The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements by T. L. Heath and The
Elements of Euclid by John Sturgeon Mackay.
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A circle is a plane figure contained by one (curved) line which is called
the circumference, and is such that all straight lines drawn from a certain
point within the figure to the circumference are equal to one another.
This point is called the centre of the circle.
A radius (plural, radii) of a circle is a straight line drawn from the
centre to the circumference.
A diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn through the centre, and
terminated both ways by the circumference.
Rectilineal figures are those which are contained by straight lines.
The straight lines are called sides, and the sum of all the sides is called
the perimeter of the figure.
Rectilineal figures contained by three sides are called triangles.
Rectilineal figures contained by four sides are called quadrilaterals.
Rectilineal figures contained by more than four sides are called polygons.
An equilateral triangle is one that has three equal sides.
An isosceles triangle is one that has two equal sides.
A scalene triangle is one that has three unequal sides.
A right-angled triangle is one that has a right angle.
An obtuse-angled triangle is one that has an obtuse angle.
An acute-angled triangle is one that has three acute angles.
Any side of a triangle may be called the base. In an isosceles triangle,
the side which is neither of the equal sides is usually called the base. In
a right-angled triangle, one of the sides which contain the right angle is
often called the base, and the other the perpendicular; the side opposite
the right angle is called the hypotenuse.
Any of the angular points of a triangle may be called the vertex. If one
of the sides of a triangle has been called the base, the angular point
opposite that side is usually called the vertex.
A rhombus is a quadrilateral that has all its sides equal.
A square is a quadrilateral that has all its sides equal, and all its an"gles
right angles.
A parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are parallel.
A rectangle is a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are parallel, and
whose angles are right angles.
A trapezium is a quadrilateral that has two sides parallel.
A diagonal of a quadrilateral is a straight line joining any two opposite
corners.

Definitions
BOOK

II.

Any rectangular parallelogram is said to be contained by the two straight
lines containing the right angle.
And in any parallelogrammic area let anyone whatever of the parallelograms about its diameter with the two complements be called a

gnomon.
BOOK

III.

Equal circles are those the diameters of which are equal, or the radii
of which are equal.
A straight line is said to touch a circle, or be a tangent to it, when it
meets the circle, but being produced does not cut it.
Circles which meet but do not cut one another, are said to touch one
another.
The points at which circles touch each other, or at which straight lines
touch circles, are called points of contact.
An arc of a circle is any part of the circumference.
A segment of a circle is the figure contained by a straight line and a
circumference of a circle.
An angle of a segment is that contained by a straight line and a circumference of a circle.
A sector of a circle is the figure which, when an angle is constructed
at the centre of the circle, is contained by the straight line containing
the angle and the circumference cut off by them.
BOOK

IV.

A rectilineal figure is said to be inscribed in a rectilineal figure when
the respective angles of the inscribed figure lie on the respective sides of
that in which it is inscribed.
A rectilineal figure is said to be inscribed in a circle when each angle
of the inscribed figure lies on the circumference of the circle.
A circle is said to be inscribed in a figure when the circumference of
the circle touches each side of the figure in which it is inscribed.
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BOOK

V.

A magnitude is a part of a magnitude 1 the less of the greater1 when it
measures the greater.
Ratio is a relation of two magnitudes of the same kind to one another,
in respect of quantiplicity (a word which refers to the number of times
or parts of a time that the one is contained in the other). The two mag~
nitudes of a ratio are called its terms. The first term is called the antecedent; the latter1 the consequent.
Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another which are capable1
when multiplied, of exceeding one another.
Magnitudes are said to be proportionals when the first has the same
ratio to the second that the third has to the fourth; and the third to the
fourth the same ratio which the fifth has to the sixth; and so on 1 whatever
be their number.
When four magnitudes are proportional 1 they constitute a proportion.
The first and last terms of the proportion are called the extremes; the
second and third 1 the means.
When there is any number of magnitudes greater than tw0 of which
the first has to the second the same ratio that the second has to the third 1
and the second to the third the same ratio which the third has to the
fourth, and so on 1 the magnitudes are said to be continual proportionals,
or in continued proportion.
When three magnitudes are in continued proportion, the second is
said to be a mean proportional between the other two.
A ratio which is compounded of two equal ratios is said to be duplicate
of either of these ratios.
A ratio which is compounded of three equal ratios is said to be triplicate of anyone of these ratios.
1

BOOK

VI.

Similar rectilineal figures are such as have their angles severally equal
and the sides about the equal angles proportional.
A straight line is said to be cut in extreme and mean ratio when the
whole line is to the greater segment as the greater segment is to the less.
The height of any figure is the perpendicular drawn from the vertex to
the base.

Definitions
BOOK

VII.

An unit is that by virtue of which each of the things that exist is caned
one.
A square number is equal multiplied by equal, or a number which is
contained by two equal numbers.
A cube is equal multiplied by equal and again by equal, or a number
which is contained by three equal numbers.
Numbers are proportional when the first is the same multiple, or the
same part, or the same parts, of the second that the third is of the fourth.
Similar plane and solid numbers are those which have their sides proportional.
A perfect number is that which is equal to its own parts.
BOOK

X.

Those magnitudes are said to be commensurable which are measured
by the same measure, and those incommensurable which cannot have any
common measure.
Straight lines are commensurable in square when the squares on them
are measured by the same area; and incommensurable in square when the
squares on them cannot possibly have any area as a common measure.
With these hypotheses, it is proved that there exist straight lines infinite in multitude which are commensurable and incommensurable
respectively, some in length only, and others in square also, with an
assigned straight line. Let then the assigned straight line be called rational,
and those straight lines which are commensurable with it, whether in
length and in square or in square only, rational, but those which are incommensurable with it irrational.
And let the square on the assigned straight line be called rational and
those areas which are commensurable with it rational, but those which
are incommensurable with it irrational, and the straight lines which produce them irrational, that IS, in case the areas are squares, the sides themselves, but in case they are any other rectilineal figures, the straight lines
on which are described squares equal to them.

1~6
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BooK XI.

A solid is that which has length, breadth, and thickness.
A pyramid isa solid figure, contained by planes, which is constructed
from one plane to one point.
A cube is a solid figure contained by six equal squares.
A tetrahedron is a solid figure contained by four equal triangles.
An octahedron is a solid figure contained by eight equal and equilateral triangles.
An icosahedron is a solid figure contained by twenty equal and equilateral triangles.
A dodecahedron is a solid figure contained by twelve equal, equilateral,
and equiangular pentagons.

\.

GLOSSARY
Angiosperm (Gk. aggeion, a vessel, and sperma, a seed), a plant whose
seeds are contained in a protecting seed vessel.
44Apply" an area-"For, when you have a straight line set out and lay
the given area exactly alongside the whole of the straight line, then
they say that you apply the said area; when, however, you make the
length of the area greater than the straight line itself, it is said to exceed,
and when you make it less, in which case, after the area has been drawn,
there is some part of the straight line extending beyond it, it is said to
fall short."-Heath's Euclid, Vol. I. p. 343.
Apollo Statues.-The name 'Apollo' has been given to one of the archaic
types of Greek sculpture, representing a youthful nude male figure
standing in a rigidly frontal pose, with the weight equally distributed
on the two legs, the left leg always being advanced, the arms held stiffly
to the sides. Such figures have been found in many regions of the Greek
world, often in sanctuaries of Apollo. These do not necessarily represent Apollo; they are votive offerings to the divinity, like the figures of
4ma idens' found on the Athenian Acropolis, which are not identified
with the goddess or with the dedicator. Others, like the 4ApolJos'
of Tenea, were grave monuments, ideally representing the deceased.
Two colossal 'Apollos' found at Delphi represent the Argive youths
Cleobis and Biton, whose story is told by Herodotus. Originated under
the influence of Egyptian art, this type is the forerunner of the athletic
statues of the fifth and fourth centuries B. C.
Bijugate (L. biiugis, yoked two together), in botany, having two pairs
of leaflets.
Bract, subtending (L. bractea, thin plate, subtendere, stretch under), a
leaf in a flowery cluster or subtending a flower, usually differing somewhat from an ordinary leaf in size, form, or texture, often much reduced,
and sometimes petaloid, highly colored, and very conspicuous.
Circumference (L. circum, around, and ferre, to carry), encompassing
boundary, especially of figure inclosed by curve, as circle.
12 7
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Commensurable; among geometricians, an appellation given such quantities as are measured by one and the same common measure.
Commensurable numbers are such as can be measured or divided by some
other without any remainder: such are 12 and 18 as being measured
by 6 and 3.
Complement of a shape is that area which represents the difference between the selected figure and unity. The complement of any number
is obtained by dividing the number into unity to find the reciprocal and
subtracting that reciprocal from unity.
Compositae (L. compositus, put together, compound), the largest natural
order of plants, including over 750 genera and 10,000 species,
distributed all over the globe wherever vegetation is found, and divided equally between the old world and the new (sunflower family) .
Corolla tubes, (L. corona, crown) petals fused to form a tube, as in the
blue bell.
Cube root. The cube root of a quantity is another quantity which when
multiplied by itself twice gives the original quantity; thus, 3 is the cube
root of 27 because 3 times 3 times 3 equals 27.
Delian or Duplication of the Cube Problem, in mathematics the problem
to determine the side of a cube which shall have double the solid contents of a given cube. The problem is equivalent to finding the cube
root of 2, which is neither rational nor rationally expressible in terms of
square roots of integers (whole numbers); consequently neither an
exact numerical solution nor an exact construction with a rule and
compass is possible.
"Eratosthenes, in his letter to Ptolemy III., relates that one of the
old tragic poets introduced Minos on the stage erecting a tomb for his
son Glaucos; and then, deeming the structure too mean for a royal
tomb, he said 'double it but preserve the cubical form': Later (in the
time of Plato), so the story goes, the Delians, who were suffering from a
pestilence, being ordered by the oracle to double one of their altars, were
thus placed in the same difficulty. They sent therefore to the geometers
of the Academy, entreating them to solve the question. This problem
of the duplication of the cube-henceforth known as the Delian Problem-may have been originally suggested by the practical needs of
architecture, as indicated in the legend, and have arisen in Theocratic
times; it may subsequently have engaged the attention of the Pythag-
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oreans as an object of theoretic interest and scientific inquiry."
-Allman, p. 85.
Diagonal (Gk. dia, through, and gonia, angle), straight line joining two
non-adjacent angles of rectilineal figure or solid contained by planes.
Diameter (Gk. dia, across, and metTOn, measure), straight line passing
from side to side of any body or geometrical figure through centre.
Diatoms, one-celled aquatic plants showing high degree of symmetry.
Discoid shell (Gk. diskoeides), disk-shaped, such as the nautilus shell.
Dynamic symmetry. As Mr. Hambidge has explained in his book "Dynamic Symmetry in Composition," he selected the tenn "dynamic
symmetry" after studying the matter from every possible angle, as best
describing the proportioning principle which he had found in the root
rectangles. At the time he chose it he was unfamiliar with the Greek
language and only acquired some knowledge of it on a visit to Greece
after he had used the name and taught the idea for several years. Imagine his surprise when one evening, while looking up some passage in
Euclid, he came across the words 'dunamei summetTOs,' meaning 'commensurable in square.' Without knowing it he had hit upon the actual
expression the Greeks had used in describing the peculiar property of
the root rectangles. "Commensurable in square is in the Greek dunamei
summetros. In earlier translations dunamei has been translated 'in
power,' but, as the particular power represented by dunamis in Greek
geometry is square, I have thought it best to use the laUer word throughout."-Heath's Euclid, Vol. III, p. 11.
Euclid, author of the famous Elements, lived in Alexandria during the
3rd century B.C. Little seems to be known of his birth, life and death,
but one thing is certain, that he taught, and founded a school of mathematics at Alexandria, which was at the time becoming a centre, not
only of commerce, but of learning and research. It is probable that he
received his mathematical training in Athens from the pupils of Plato
and may himself have been a Platonist, but this does not follow from
the statements of Proc1us on the subject. Proclus says that he was of the
school of Plato and in close touch with that philosophy.
Proc1us preserves a reply made by Euclid to King Ptolemy: "they
say that Ptolemy once asked him if there was in geometry any shorter
way than the elements, and he answered that there was no royal road
to geometry."
Another story is told of Euclid which it may not be inappropriate
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to quote here:-usome one who had begun to read geometry with
Euclid, when he had learnt the first theorem, asked Euclid, 'But what
shall I get by learning these things?' Euclid called his slave and said
'Give him threepence, since he must make gain out of what he learns.'
Pappus of Alexandria, in his Mathematical Collections, says that
Euclid was a man of mild temperament, unpretending and kind to all
genuine students of mathematics. This seems to be all that is known
of his character."
Graph, symbolic diagram expressing system of mathematical or chemical
connexion (abbreviation of graphic formula).
Harpedonaptae. USee Cantor (Vorlesungen tiber Geschichte der Mathematik, pp. 55-57), who points out the Greek origin (arpedone, a rope,
and aptein, to fasten), previously overlooked, of this name, and shows
from inscriptions on the Egyptian temples that the duty of these 'ropefasteners' consisted in the orientation of the buildings by reference to
the constellation of the Great Bear. The meridian being thus found,
the line at right angles to it was probably determined by the construction of a triangle with ropes measuring 3, 4 and 5 lengths respectively.
We have seen that the Egyptians knew that such a triangle would be
right-angled. The operation of rope-stretching, Cantor adds, was
one of unknown antiquity, being noticed in a record of the time of
Amenemhat I., which is preserved in the Berlin Museum."-Allman,
p.218.
Hypotenuse (Gk. hypoteino, stretch under), side opposite right angle of
triangle.
Incommensurable lines are such as have no common measure, the diagonal and side of a square are incommensurable, being to each other
as root 2 to 1, and consequently whatever number of parts the side of
the square may be divided into, the hypotenuse will not be made up
of any exact number of parts.
Inflorescence (L. begin to blossom), a flowering, unfolding of blossoms.
In botany, the arrangement of flowers on the axis and in relation to
each other. Also used for flower cluster itself.
Logarithmic spiral (Gk. logos, reckoning, ratio and arithmos, number).
"The name 'logarithmic spiral' is due to Jacques Bernoulli, noted
Swiss mathematician of the 17th Century, who discovered the prop'
erties of the spiral. The spiral has been called also the geometrical spiral,
and the proportional spiral; but more commonly, because of the prop-
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erty observed by Descartes, the equiangular spiral.,,-ccThe Greek
Vase," p. 146.
Module (L. modulus, a sman measure), in architecture, a standard of
measure often taken, particularly in antiquity and the Middle Ages,
to regulate the proportions of an order or the disposition of an entire
building.
Multijugate (L. multus, many and iugum, yoke), in botany consisting of
many pair of leaflets.
Parastichy (Gk. para, about, and stichos, a row), in botany a set of
secondary spirals which become apparent when leaves or scales are very
crowded as in pine cones.
Perpendicular (L. perpendiculum, plumb-line), at right angles to plane
of horizon; (Geom.) at right angles to given line, plane or surface.
Phyllotaxis (Gk. phullon, leaf, and taxis, order), in botany the distribution or arrangement of leaves on the stem, also the laws collectively
which govern such distribution.
Phylogenetically (Gk. phulon, race, tribe, and geneia, producing), from
standpoint of racial development.
Quadrant are, curved line which with two radii vectors cuts off a quarter
of circle's circumference.
Radiolaria, one-celled aquatic animals with highly symmetrical skeletons.
Radius vector (pIural radii, L., ray or spoke, and vect- ( or), carrier) of a
point, in any system of polar co-ordinates, is the distance from the pole
to the point.
Ratio, is a sort of relation in respect of size between two magnitudes of
the same kind.
Reciprocal of a rectangle is a figure similar in shape to the major rectangle but smaller in size. The reciprocal of any number is obtained
by dividing that number into 1 or unity.
Rhomboidal facets (Gk. rhombos, spinning top or wheel), lozenge shaped
faces.
Section, the: scholars agree that Uthe section" refers to the division of a
line in extreme and mean ratio. It has also been referred to as the
udivine section," "golden section," Ctdivine proportion."
Sine (L. sinus, a bend or curve), in trigonometry formerly, with reference
to any arc of a circle, the line drawn from one extremity of the arc at
right angles to the diameter which passes through its other extremity;
now ordinarily, with reference not to the arc but to the angle which it
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subtends at the centre of the circle, the ratio of the aforesaid line to
the radius of the circle.
Square root of a quantity: a quantity which being taken twice as a factor,
will produce the given quantity: thus, the square root of 25 is 5, because
5 times 5 equals 25. When the square root of a number can be expressed
in exact parts of 1, that number is a perfect square, and the indicated
square root is said to be commensurable. All other indicated square
roots are incommensurable.
Sulvasutras. Among the Indian rules of ceremonials are classed the
"sulvasutras," or "rules of the cord," which treat of the measurement by
means of cords, and the construction of different kinds of altars required for sacrifice. These treatises are of special interest as supplying
important information regarding the earliest geometrical operations in
India. Along with the sutras (rules) may be classed a large number of
supplementary treatises, on various subjects connected with the sacred
texts and Vedic religion generally.
Summation Series. Also known as a Fibonacci series because it was first
noted by Leonardo da Pisa, called Fibonacci, Italian mathematician
of the 13th century. Leonardo was also distinguished as the man who
introduced into Europe the Arabic system of notation.
Tenea Apollo. An archaic Greek statue in the Glyptothek at Munich,
probably representing not Apollo but an athlete (see Apollo statues).
Turbinated shells (L. turbo, wheel, top), shaped like a top or inverted
cone, such as the conch shell.
Vitruvius Pollio, Marcus, born at Verona. A famous Roman architect
and engineer, military engineer under Cresar and Augustus. His treatise
on architecture, in ten books (De Architectura), dedicated to Augustus,
is the only surviving Roman treatise on the subject. He seems to have
been an unsuccessful architect: his book, however, was well known to
Pliny, and on it was based almost all the earlier theory and practice
of Renaissance and pseudo-classical architecture.
«(Modern research has entirely discredited Vitruvius. Not a single
Greek example has been found which bears out the Roman writer's
theory. As a matter of fact, now that we have dynamic symmetry as a
guide, it is clearly to be seen that this writer gives us nothing but the
echo of a tradition and his elaborate instructions for constructing
buildings in the Greek style constitute nothing more than the Roman
method of using static symmetry. The Romans were either intention-
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ally misled by the Greek artists and craftsmen, or, blinded by conceit,
they jumped at the conclusion that what was meant by the Greek
tradition that the 'members of the human body were commensurate
with the whole' was that the length measurements were commensurate.
Dynamic symmetry now shows us that not only are the members of a
Greek statue of the best period commensurate with the whole, but
that the same is true of the human figure. But commensurate means
commensurate in area, not in line. If a statue is made wherein the mem·
bers are commensurate in line a static condition necessarily results."
_HThe Greek Vase," Note III, p. 146.
Volute (L. l'oluta, roll), spiral scroll characteristic of Ionic, Corinthian
and Composite capitals.

